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The reaction e1e2
˜gp0

˜gnn̄ as a probe of neutrino
mass
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The reactione1e2→gp0→gn n̄ is considered. It is shown that this
reaction possesses a clear signature, producing in the resonance region
practically monochromatic photons, which can easily be distinguished
from background bremsstrahlung photons. Since the cross section of
the reaction is proportional to the square of the neutrino mass, such a
reaction can be used as a probe for neutrino mass. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00115-1#

PACS numbers: 13.10.1q, 14.60.Pq, 13.65.1i

The question of neutrino mass is one of the most important problems facing
particle physics and cosmology. In particle physics the neutrino mass provides a c
understanding the origin of the mass of all particles. In the so-called grand un
theories, based on the standard electroweak theory, nonzero neutrino masses are e
on general grounds, since in these theories the strong, electromagnetic, and wea
actions are unified at a high energy scale, and neutrinos acquire masses which
versely proportional to this scale. There are many intriguing hypotheses as to the r
massive neutrinos in cosmology and astrophysics. The big bang theory predicts t
istence in the universe of a relic neutrino background similar to the cosmic microw
background radiation. If neutrinos have masses in the range of several to several
electron volts, then they could give a significant contribution to the dark matter in
universe. In the case of much smaller masses, neutrino oscillations could deplete th
of solar electron neutrinos by converting some of them into other neutrino species
permitting solution of the solar neutrino puzzle.

However, until now there is no experimental evidence from direct searche
nonzero neutrino mass. They set only upper limits on the respective neutrino masse
analysis of the endpoint in nuclearb decay gives the formal upper limit1

m~ne!,5.1 eV. ~1!
133 1330021-3640/97/030133-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Particle physics limits for the masses of the muon neutrino and tau neutrino com
spectively from the measurement of the muon momentum inp→mnm decay and from
the kinematical analysis of tau-lepton decay modes:

m~nm!,0.27 MeV~Ref. 1!, m~nt!,24 MeV ~Ref. 2). ~2!

In this article we consider the possibility of improving the upper limit on the n
trino mass from an experimental investigation of the process

e1e2→gp0→gn n̄ . ~3!

In thep0 decay into neutrino and antineutrino, momentum and angular-momentum
servation implies that the helicities of the two final particles must be the same. Be
the probability of a change in helicity is proportional to the neutrino mass, thep0 decay
will occur only in the case of massive neutrinos~or/and if lepton number is not con
served!, with an amplitude proportional to the neutrino mass~see, for example, Refs. 3
and 4!. In the following, we shall consider the standard electroweak model minim
extended to include a nonzero neutrino mass.

Let us calculate the cross section for the reaction~3! assuming a nonvanishin
neutrino mass. The Feynman diagram corresponding to the process~3! is shown in Fig. 1.
The amplitude of this process is

M5 n̄ eiegaue

gas

~p1p1!2

ie2

4p f p
egdsje* g~p1p1!jkdDp f p

G

A2
qb ū ngb~11g5!nn ,

~4!

wheree* g is the polarization vector of the outgoing photon,G is the Fermi constant,a
is the fine-structure constant,f p is the pion decay constant,Dp is the p-meson propa-
gator. All other notations are indicated in Fig. 1. Standard straightforward calcula
give us the differential cross section

ds

dv•dz
5

G2a3m2

16p2S

v3q2A124m2/q2

@~q22mp
2 !21G2mp

2 #
~11z2!, ~5!

FIG. 1. The Feynman diagram for the process~3!.
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wherev is the photon energy,z5cosu, u is the angle between the electron momentu
and the photon momentum,m andmp are the neutrino and pion mass respectively,AS is
the total energy in the center of mass of the reaction~3!, G is the total pion width,
q25S22ASv. As is seen from Eq.~5!, the process~3! exhibits resonance behavior: th
cross section~5! increases significantly in the resonance region atq2'mp

2 , leading to the
production of practically monochromatic photons with energy

v05AS

2
~12mp

2 /S!, Dv'G'7.7 eV. ~6!

In this case the resonance region gives the dominant contribution to the total
section. Carrying out the integration over this region and a trivial integration ovz
(uzu<z0, wherez0 is the experimental cutoff!, we obtain

s'2.4310246z0S 11
z0

2

3 D S m

me
D 2S 12

mp
2

S D 3

cm2, ~7!

where me is the electron mass. We note that in deriving Eq.~7! it was assumed tha
S.mp

2 in order to be in the resonance region. Therefore, in the special but reaso
caseu0530° andS510mp

2 , we find the following value of the cross section:

s'2310246~m/me!
2 cm2. ~8!

Of course forne the cross section~8! is completely negligible, but this is not the case f
nm and especially fornt . In the near future a luminosity of about 1034 cm22

•sec21 will
be achieved at accelerators. There are also discussions about the construction o
erators with a luminosity of 1036 cm22

•sec21. For such accelerators we could expe
about 15 events per year due to the reaction~3! in the case of a tau neutrino mass near
present experimental limit.2 Moreover, although the cross section~7! is very small, the
signature of the process~3! is very clear. Photons are produced in reaction~3! essentially
at the fixed energy~6!, and can be therefore easily distinguished from the 1/v behavior of
the background bremsstrahlung spectrum. Let us compare the result~7! with the predic-
tion for the neutrino counting experiment with a bremsstrahlung photon in the final s

e1e2→gZ→gn n̄ . ~9!

The cross section for this process, far from theZ pole, is given by5,6

ds

dv•dz
5

a

3p2

@~x2z2/4!1~12x/2!2#

x~12z2!
)~12x!G2AS@N~gV

21gA
2 !12~gV1gA!12#,

~10!

wherex52v/AS, gV52 sin2 uW21/2, gA521/2, N53 is the number of light neutrino
species. Carrying out the integration in Eq.~10! over uzu,A3/2 andv02G,v,v01G,
we find that the reaction~3! can be seen over the background reaction~9! in the case of
a neutrino massm.10 keV. Even if we choose the wide region of photon energ
Dv/v<0.01, the process~3! dominates over the process~9! for m.15 MeV. Let us note
that it follows from Eqs.~7! and~10! that the cross section~7! of the reaction~3! depends
weakly on the total energy, while the cross section~10! grows asAS, so that the signal/
background ratio decreases with increasing total energy. Therefore the investigat
135 135JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 R. V. Konoplich and R. Mignani
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process~3! could be carried out at accelerators at low energiesAS,1 GeV, where the
background conditions are more favorable and where also the number of seco
particles in the final state is small.

The background processes likee1e2→gg, ggg ande1e2→p0→gg, in spite of
their large cross sections, are not very dangerous because they produce photons
completely different signature, and in some of them there are additional photons w
can be detected. The resonance processe1e2→p0→gn n̄ produces photons with com
pletely different kinematical characteristics. The resonance processe1e2→gp0→ggg
seems more important, but in this case we have three detectable photons with
energies.

In conclusion, in this article we have considered the application of the reson
reaction ~3! to the determination of the neutrino mass. This process possesses
important features: 1! the cross section is proportional to the square of the neutrino m
2! the cross section has a resonant behavior; 3! the photons in reaction~3! are produced
practically monochromatically. Of course there are problems with the luminosity~due to
the small value of the cross section! and with the need to have highly monochroma
electron and positron beams, but these are technical problems which could possi
solved in the future.

We should also note that even the search for a neutrino mass in the region
MeV is useful, first, because it can give an independent confirmation of the upper lim
the neutrino mass~there are indeed some problems with upper bounds from kinema
methods; see, e.g., Ref. 1!. Second, even setting the upper bound on the neutrino ma
1 MeV is important, because it would allow one to rule out or confirm some pop
models~for example, an unstable tau neutrino with lifetime 0.1–100 sec and mass i
range 1–10 MeV can play an important role within the cold dark matter scenario,
mitting agreement between the spectrum of density perturbations and the observe!.

In the past, the search for the decaysp0→n n̄ ~Refs. 8 and 9! andp0→gn n̄ ~Ref.
10! have been proposed to probe the neutrino properties. However, the process~3!, in
comparison with these decays, offers a clear signature and could be experimentally
to study in spite of its small cross section.
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troDAMUS and was supported in part by the Cosmion Scientific and Educational C
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Rome University ‘‘La Sapienza’’ for warm hospitality. We thank Prof. D. Fargion
many helpful discussions.
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The BFKL–Regge phenomenology of deep inelastic
scattering
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We calculate the Regge trajectories of the subleading BFKL singulari-
ties and eigenfunctions for the running BFKL pomeron in the color
dipole representation. We obtain a viable BFKL–Regge expansion of
the proton structure functionF2p(x,Q2) in terms of several rightmost
BFKL singularities. We find large subleading contributions to
F2p(x,Q2) in the HERA kinematical region which explain the lack of
predictive power of GLDAP extrapolations ofF2p(x,Q2) to the region
of smallx. We point out the relation of our early finding of precocious
BFKL asymptotic behavior to the nodal structure of subleading BFKL
eigenfunctions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00215-6#

PACS numbers: 11.55.Jy, 12.40.Nn

Extrapolation of the proton structure function from the accessible region ofx andQ2

to small x has remained a topical issue ever since the first SLAC experiments on
inelastic scattering~DIS!. The GLDAP evolution1 has been a standard instrument in the
studies. It was soon realized that GLDAP extrapolations are not unique, and equally
fits to the large-x data did invariably, and wildly, diverge with each other and n
experimental data, when extrapolated beyond the investigated range ofx. For an instruc-
tive comparison of the extrapolations of the pre-HERA fits to the proton structure f
tion with the new data from HERA down tox;1025 see Ref. 2. The lack of predictiv
power at smallx is not surprising: the GLDAP evolution describes the future for largeQ2

starting with assumptions on the parton densities in the past,Q0
2. One needs to assum

that the whole function ofx will give different futures for different pasts.

At very small x, the assumptions of the GLDAP evolution break down, and i
superseded by the log(1/x) BFKL evolution.3 The BFKL evolution is meant to predict th
future at smallx from the past defined as a function ofQ2 at a sufficiently smallx0. At
asymptotically smallx the BFKL prediction,F2(x,Q2)5FP(Q2)x2DP, is unique modulo
the total normalization factor. In the BFKL approach, thex dependence of the structur
function at moderately smallx depends on the spectrum of eigenvalues and on
138 1380021-3640/97/030138-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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eigenfunctions of the BFKL operator. The purpose of the present studya! is an evaluation
of the contributions from subleading BFKL singularities for the running BFKL pome
in the color dipole formulation.5–7

The BFKL equation for the interaction cross section sections(j,r ) of the color
dipole r with the target reads]s(j,r )/]j5K^ s(j,r ) ~wherej5 log(1/x)). Here the
kernelK is related to the squared wave function of the color-singletq q̄g state with the
Weizsäcker–Williams soft gluon. The gluon fields are calculated with the running Q
coupling and perturbative gluons are infrared-regularized, imposing a finite propag
radiusRc.0.220.3 fm. The BFKL polePn corresponds to the Regge-behaving solut
of the BFKL equation,

sn~j,r !5sn~r !exp~Dnj!5sn~r !S x0

x D Dn

, ~1!

where the eigenfunctionsn(r ) and the eigenvalue~intercept! Dn are determined from

K^ sn5Dnsn~r !. ~2!

The behavior of the eigenfunctions atr→0 and/oraS(r )→0 was found in Refs. 6 and 7

sn~r !5r 2F 1

aS~r !G
gn21

, gnDn5
4

3
. ~3!

Useful clues come from experience with the solutions of the eigenvalue problem fo
Schrödinger equation. First, the leading eigenfunctions0(r ), found numerically in Refs.
5–7, is node-free. Consequently, the subleading solutions with eigenfunctionsDn,D0

must have nodes. Second, the asymptotic behavior~3! must hold for all eigenfunctions in
the region ofr beyond all nodes. Third, because of the infrared regularization thesn(r )
saturate atr *Rc . This suggests that for eigenfunctions withn nodes one must try
sn(r )5Pn(z)s0(r ), where Pn(z) is a polynomial of a suitably chosen variab
z;@1/aS(Q2)#g. Then we apply the variational principle and minimize the functiona

F~sn!5E dr

r UK^ sn~r !2Dnsn~r !

s0~r !
U2

~4!

in the space of trial functions with the polynomial prefactorPn(z). The success of such
an unorthodox variational principle for excited states depends on the trial fun
guessed; examples of astonishingly successful applications can be found in Ref. 8

With the eigenfunctionssn(r ) thus obtained we can calculate the contributio
F2

(n)(Q2) to the proton structure function using the color dipole factorization9 and can
perform the BFKL–Regge expansion of the proton structure function

F2p~x,Q2!5(
n

AnF ~n!~Q2!S x0

x D Dn

. ~5!

Our principal findings on solutions of the BFKL equation are as follows.

The running BFKL equation gives rise to a series of moving poles in the compj
plane. The interceptsDn ~Fig. 1! very closely, to better than 10%, follow the law
139 139JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Nikolaev et al.
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suggested earlier by Lipatov from quasiclassical considerations.10 The eigenfunctions
found, when plotted asEn(r )5sn(r )/r ~Fig. 2!, are to a crude approximation, similar t
Lipatov’s quasi-classical eigenfunctions, which areEn(r );cos@f(r)# for n@1 ~Ref. 10!.
For a related numerical analysis of the running BFKL equation see Ref. 11. Within
specific infrared regularization the node ofs1(r ) is located atr .0.05–0.06 fm. With
growingn, the location of the first node moves to a somewhat largerr , and the first nodes
accumulate atr;0.1–0.15 fm.

The slopean8 of the Regge trajectory for the polePn can be found using the tech
nique of Refs. 12 and 13 We findan8.0.0720.06 GeV22, with a weak dependence onn.

The structure functionsF2
(n)(Q2) for thePn poles are shown in Fig. 3. At largeQ2,

far beyond the nodal region,F2
n(x,Q2)}(x0 /x)Dn@1/aS(Q2)#4/3Dn. Since the relevant

variable is a power of the inverse gauge coupling, which varies withQ2 very slowly, the

FIG. 1. BFKL eigenvalues.

FIG. 2. BFKL eigenfunctions.
140 140JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Nikolaev et al.
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nodes ofF2
(n)(Q2) are spaced by 2–3 orders of magnitude on theQ2 scale, and only the

first two of them are in the accessible range ofQ2. The first nodes ofF2
(n)(Q2) are

located atQ2;20260 GeV2. Hence, only the leading structure function contributes s
nificantly in this region. This explains the precocious BFKL asymptotic behavior
Q2;60 GeV2 found earlier from the numerical solution of the color-dipole runni
BFKL equation.14

An interesting finding is that the Born approximation for the dipole cross sec
sB(r ), gives a very good quantitative description of the proton structure functio
x0.0.03~Ref. 14!. Ther -dependence ofsB(r ) is quite different from that of the leading
eigenfunctions0(r ), and expansion ofsB(r ) in BFKL eigenfunctions shows that th
contribution of subleading terms withn.0 makes up to;60% ofsB(r ). Consequently,
the Q2 dependence of the proton structure function atx5x0 and the subsequentx de-
pendence towards smallerx are governed to a large extent by the subleading contr
tions F2

(n)(Q2).

At small x only Q2&103 GeV2 are accessible. In this range the structure functi

FIG. 4. Three-pole approximation versus the data of H1, ZEUS and E665.

FIG. 3. Modulus of BFKL structure functions.
141 141JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Nikolaev et al.
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with n>3 are hardly distinguishable. Besides, the splitting of intercepts withn>3 is
much smaller than forn50, 1, 2. Hence, the Regge expansion~5! can be truncated a
n52, andF2

(2)(Q2) comprises the contributions of all poles withn>2.

The BFKL equation allows one to determine the intercepts and structure func
F2

(n)(Q2). In the expansion we putA051. Then the overall normalization of eigenfun
tions, for instance,sn(r @Rc)50.89 mb, andA150.39 andA250.33 are two adjustable
parameters which are fixed from the boundary condition atx5x0. With the proper al-
lowance for the valence15 and nonperturbative14 corrections to~5! we arrive at the three-
pole-approximation, which provides a viable description of the experimental data16 in a
wide kinematical range~Fig. 4!. Notice that in the pre-nodal region ofQ2&20 GeV2 the
leading and subleading structure functions are very close in shape, and the experi
data in such a limited range ofQ2 are absolutely insufficient for the determination ofAn .
This accounts for the failure of the early GLDAP fits.

The effective pomeron intercept

Deff52
] log F2p~x,Q2!

] log x
~7!

gives an idea of the role of the subleading singularities. The interceptDeff calculated with
the experimental kinematic constraints is much smaller thanD050.4, which is expected
to dominate asymptotically. The agreement of our numerical estimates with th
determination17 ~Fig. 5! is quite satisfactory.

B. G. Zakharov and V. R. Zoller thank J. Speth for the hospitality in the Institut¨r
Kernphysik, Forshungszentrum Ju¨lich, where this work was finished. This work wa
partly supported by DFG Grant 436-RUS-17/13/97 and INTAS Grant 93-239ext.

a!The preliminary results have been reported at the DIS’97 Workshop4
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FIG. 5. Effective intercept versus H1 determination.17
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Dynamics of excitonic states in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
wells
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The influence of photoexcited carriers on the dynamics of the absorp-
tion spectra of GaAs/AlxGa12xAs multilayer quantum wells is investi-
gated experimentally. It is found that at quasiparticle densities all the
way up to 1011 cm22 the saturation of the excitonic absorption is due to
both a decrease of oscillator strength and broadening of the excitonic
lines. It is shown that in the case of femtosecond resonance laser exci-
tation the decrease of oscillator strength is due to free electron–hole
pairs, while the broadening and energy shift of the excitonic lines are
due to the exciton–exciton interaction. The lifetimes of free electron–
hole pairs and excitons ('65 ps and'410 ps, respectively! are deter-
mined from the exponential decrease of the change in the oscillator
strength and in the width and energy position of the excitonic lines.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00315-0#

PACS numbers: 73.61.Ey, 71.35.Cc, 78.66.Fd

The saturation of excitonic resonance has been studied extensively for the la
years. Initially, when the technology for growing multilayer quantum wells~MQWs! had
still not been adequately developed, specimens exhibiting excitonic lines with larg
homogeneous broadening were employed in the investigations. Since the photoe
carrier density has little effect on inhomogeneous broadening, in the early works2,3 no
change in excitonic linewidths with increasing quasiparticle density was detected, an
saturation of excitonic absorption was attributed exclusively to the decrease in osc
strengthf . In Refs. 2 and 3 it was concluded on the basis of these results that at
temperature excitons are at least twice as effective in loweringf as are thermalized free
carriers. However, Schmitt-Rinket al.4 predicted theoretically the completely oppos
situation, specifically, that in quasi-two-dimensional media the ‘‘cold’’ electron–h
plasma should affectf most effectively.

Wake et al.5 discovered that in high-quality quantum wells with narrow excito
absorption lines the broadening can be the sole reason for saturation of the exc
absorption right up to photoexcited-carrier densities of 1011 cm22. Investigations of the
phase relaxation time in bulk GaAs6 and GaAs quantum wells7 by the four-wave mixing
method confirmed that broadening of excitonic lines plays the dominant role. Non
144 1440021-3640/97/030144-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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less, recent studies8 have shown thatf is observed to change even at low photoexcite
carrier densities and that the higher the quasiparticle density, the more effectivf
influences excitonic absorption.

To determine the role of different excitonic parameters in the change in exci
absorption and to determine how effectively free and bound quasiparticles influence
parameters, we investigated experimentally the dynamics of the change in the exc
absorption spectra in GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As MQWs by a method employing pump and pro
beams.8

The experimental MQW was grown by molecular-beam epitaxy and consisted
periods of 80-Å wide GaAs layers and 100-Å wide AlGaAs layers. In all experim
the specimen was placed in a helium optical cryostat and its temperature was main
close to 5 K. The laser source was a tunable titanium–sapphire laser with 120 fs
and a repetition frequency of 76 MHz.

The typical absorption spectra of our experimental sample are displayed in Fig.
different delay times of the probe beam. The initial exciton density was equal to app
mately 8.631010 cm22. The spectral position of the exciting laser radiation is shown
Fig. 1 ~solid thin line!. Lines of heavy~1.579 eV! and light ~1.595 eV! excitons are
clearly seen in the absorption spectra. In the present letter we shall examine the be
of the heavy excitons.

We analyzed the experimental results by the moment analysis method.9 This method
does not require knowledge of the exact shape of the absorption spectrum and con
defining all excitonic parameters in terms of integrals. If it is assumed that exci
absorption is described by an arbitrary symmetric statistical distributiona(\v), then f
can be expressed in terms of the zeroth moment of this distribution:

f ;E a~\v!dv. ~1!

The spectral position of the excitonic resonance is calculated as the normalize
moment of the distributiona(\v)

FIG. 1. Change in shape of the excitonic absorption spectrum as a function of the delay time. The so
represents the spectrum of the exciting laser radiation.
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E1s5E \va~\v!dv/ f , ~2!

and the width of the excitonic resonance is described as the normalized centered
moment

G25E ~\v2\v1s!
2a~\v!dv/ f . ~3!

Now, to investigate the dynamics of the change in all excitonic parameters these
ments must be calculated for each value of the delay timet and compared with the
corresponding values of these moments for negativet. The computational results ob
tained for the data displayed in Fig. 1 are presented in Fig. 2. One can see from Fig.
saturation of excitonic absorption is due to both a change inf and broadening of the
excitonic line. These parameters exhibit different behavior in time, and to under
which interaction mechanisms influencef and the broadening and shift of the exciton
line we also investigated the change in each excitonic parameter as a function
particle density for a fixed delay timet'20 ps. This time was chosen because
relaxation processes for both free and bound particles should be completed after th
has elapsed.

Figure 3 displays the relative changeD f / f in the oscillator strength and the relativ
changeDa/a in the maximum of the absorption coefficient versus the excitonic line s
DE/Eb normalized to the binding energy. Each point of these curves correspon
different values of the photoexcited particle density at the same valuet'20 ps. To
describe these results we used the formulas4

dE/Eb5C~ f !d f / f 1s , ~4!

dE/Eb5C~a!da/a, ~5!

where Eb , f 1s , and a are the experimental values of the binding energy, oscilla
strength, and absorption maximum of the unperturbed excitonic state andC( f ) and
C(a)are proportionality coefficients. From Fig. 3 we obtainedC(a)50.2060.02 and
C( f )50.4960.06. The value ofC(a)agrees very well with previously obtained results10

FIG. 2. Relative changes in the oscillator strength, the maximum of the absorption coefficient, and the
ening and energy shift of the excitonic absorption line as functions of the delay time.
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but differ substantially fromC( f ). This confirms the incorrectness of the assumpt
employed in Ref. 10 that the saturation of the excitonic absorption is determined e
sively by a decrease off . Our value ofC( f ) is the first experimental determination of th
quantity, so that it can be compared only with the results of theoretical calculat
Using the results of Ref. 4, we find for a real quantum well that in the case when
excitons are responsible for the change inf the proportionality coefficientC( f ) equals

Cexc
~ f !50.45Eb

~2D!/Eb , ~6!

and in the case when the cold plasma is responsible

Cpl
~ f !50.22Eb

~2D!/Eb , ~7!

where Eb
(2D) is the binding energy of an ideal two-dimensional exciton. It should

mentioned that in Ref. 4 the influence of the electron–hole plasma was comp
ignored in the calculation of the quasiparticle-density dependence of the magnitude
blue shift, which we employed to obtain expressions~6! and~7!. As a result of the quite
wide spectrum of the laser radiation, free charge carriers are generated under our
mental conditions. However, their effect on the energy position of the excitonic lin
very small. This effect is expressed as a small deviation of the time dependence
blue shift from an exponential for small values oft ~see Fig. 2! and leads to an error in
the determination ofDE of only several percent. Substituting into expressions~6! and~7!
the valueEb'10 meV, we obtain for our MQWCexc

( f ) 50.76 andCpl
( f )50.37. Comparing

these values with the experimental valueC( f )'0.49, it is easy to conclude that despi
their very low density the free electron–hole pairs have the decisive influence o
decrease off for an excitonic transition. This result confirms the Schmitt-Rink predict
that the influence of free carriers onf is much more effective than that of excitons.4

As one can see from Fig. 2, a change inf is observed during the first 120 ps, whi
the broadening and shift of the excitonic line, which will be shown below to be due to
exciton–exciton interaction, continue for another several hundreds of picoseconds
a rapid return off to its initial value is due to the vanishing of the free carriers from
system of interacting particles. Using an exponential function to describe the behav

FIG. 3. Energy shift of the excitonic line in units of the binding energy versus the relative change in osc
strength and versus the relative change in the maximum of the absorption coefficient for a fixed dela
(t'20 ps) and different electron–hole pair densities.
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f , we were able to measure directly the lifetime of the free electron–hole pairs. It
found that this time remains practically unchanged right up to electron–hole pair d
ties 1011 cm22 and equalsT1,eh56568 ps.

The broadening of an excitonic line as a function of the particle density with a fi
delay time (t'20 ps! is displayed in Fig. 4~triangles!. As one can see from the figure
we obtained a clear linear dependence. This attests to the fact that the exciton–e
interaction is responsible for the appearance of broadening. Free electron–hole
would have produced a square-root dependence.11 To describe the behavior of the exc
tonic linewidth, we employ the relation

Gx~n!5Gx~0!1gEbab
2nx , ~8!

whereab is the Bohr radius of an exciton in our MQW,nx is the density of the two-
dimensional excitonic gas, andg is a proportionality coefficient. To determineab we
shall employ a relation obtained by means of calculations based on a descripti
quantum wells as a medium with a fractional dimension12

E1S
~a!ab

~a!5const, ~9!

whereE1S
(a) andab

(a) are the binding energy and Bohr radius of an exciton in a medium
dimensiona. A variational calculation13 also confirms the validity of relation~9!. For our
MQW it was found thatE1S

(a)5Eb'10 meV (a'2.3) and thereforeab
(a)'59 Å. Substi-

tuting ab
(a) for ab in Eq. ~8! and approximating the experimental results, we find that

our excitation conditionsg53.160.4 andG(0)51.3060.08. We shall now compare thi
value to the experimental result obtained in Ref. 14, where the broadening of the
tonic resonance was determined as a function of the particle density in a four-
mixing experiment with preexcitation (t'220 ps! of both free electron–hole pairs an
excitonic states in the specimen. Using relation~9!, we getg52.860.56 for the case of
exciton–exciton scattering from Ref. 14 andg521.863.7 for scattering by free carriers
Our value of g confirms unequivocally the conjecture that in the case of resona
excitation the broadening of the excitonic lines is governed by the exciton–excito
teraction.

FIG. 4. Width of the excitonic absorption line and energy shift of the absorption maximum versus the elec
hole pair density for constant delay timet'20 ps.
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Let us now compare the experimental scattering efficiencyg with the calculations
performed in Ref. 15. It was found there that the exciton–exciton scattering is desc
by the parameterg (2D)50.41 for an ideal two-dimensional quantum well and
g (3D)556.6 for an ideal bulk semiconductor. Our valueg'3.1 falls betweeng (2D) and
g (3D), attesting to the fact that we are dealing with an intermediate quasi-two-dimens
case.

The energy shiftDE of the excitonic line as a function of the photoexcited-carr
density (t'20 ps) is displayed in Fig. 4. As expected for the case of exciton–exc
interaction, a clear linear dependence is observed. The proportionality coefficien
tweenDE andn was found to beC50.083, while for an ideal two-dimensional quantu
well it should beC50.24 ~Ref. 4!. In our opinion, this small discrepancy is due to t
interaction of excitons from neighboring quantum wells, as a result of which the w
approach the three-dimensional limit and therefore the magnitude of the blue shi
creases. It follows from the linear dependence ofDE on the quasiparticle density that th
characteristic time of the exponential decrease ofDE should equal the lifetimeT1,exc of
excitonic states. Furthermore, the broadening of the excitonic line also decreases
nentially with the same characteristic timeT1,exc~see Fig. 2!. Therefore we have found
that the lifetime of excitonic states isT1,exc5410614 ps and remains constant right up
densities of 1011 cm22. The fact thatT1,excis constant indicates that the range of variati
of the exciton density employed in our experiment is much smaller than the M
transition density. This justifies using the low-density limit for describing the experim
tal results.

In the present work we have distinguished the simultaneous contributions
change in oscillator strength and broadening of excitonic lines to the saturation of
tonic absorption and have shown that, despite the low free-carrier density, for femt
ond resonance laser excitation the change in the oscillator strength is due mainly t
electron–hole pairs, while the broadening and energy shift of the excitonic lines ar
to the exciton–exciton interaction. This shows that at low temperatures free ca
influence the oscillator strength much more efficiently than do excitons. The lifetime
free electron–hole pairs and excitons were determined from the time variation o
values of the excitonic parameters:T1,eh56568 ps andT1,exc5410614 ps, respectively

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants
Nos. 95-02-05046 and 97-02-16833!, INTAS ~Grant No. 94-0324!, and INTAS-RFBR
~Grant No. 95-0576!.

a!e-mail: kostja@ipmt-hpm.ac.ru
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Experimental determination of the rate constant for spin
exchange in collisions of polarized metastable
helium atoms with ground-state cesium atoms

S. P. Dmitriev, N. A. Dovator, and V. A. Kartoshkina)

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 16 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 145–148~10 August 1997!

The rate constant for spin exchange in a system consisting of a meta-
stable helium atom and an alkali-metal atom is determined. An experi-
ment on optical orientation of atoms established that the rate constant
for spin exchange in a collision of a metastable 23S1 helium atom with
a cesium atom in the 62S1/2 ground state equals (2.860.8)31029 cm3

s21. The rate constant for chemoionization of cesium atoms by meta-
stable helium atoms was determined at the same time to be
(1.060.3)3109 cm3 s21. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00415-5#

PACS numbers: 34.50.2s, 82.40.Dm

Investigations of atomic collisions in alkali–helium plasma are of interest not o
for atomic physics but also for applications, for example, in the development of
types of quantum magnetometers.1 Two types of processes occur simultaneously in c
lisions of metastable helium atoms with alkali atoms — inelastic~chemoionization! and
elastic~spin exchange!. However, the rate constant for the former process is now w
known ~see Refs. 2 and 3!, whereas the rate constant for spin exchange in collision
23S1 metastable helium atoms withn1S1/2 alkali atoms has still not been determine
This is due to the fact that in experiments with polarized particles, which are ordin
employed for measuring the rate constant for spin exchange,4 it is difficult to separate two
simultaneously occurring spin-dependent processes.

In the present work, the rate constant for spin exchange in a collision of a pola
metastable helium atom with a cesium atom in the ground state was determined e
mentally.

In a collision of excited metastable helium atoms in the 23S1 state with cesium
atoms in the 62S1/2 ground state, ionization of the cesium atoms occurs as a result o
high internal energy of excitation of the metastable helium atoms (E519.82 eV), i.e., the
following reactor occurs:

He~23S1 ,m1!1Cs~62S1/2,m2!→He~11S0!1Cs1~21S0!1e2~m3!. ~1!

The rate of the process~1! is 1/tci . The reaction~1! is allowed when the total spin of th
151 1510021-3640/97/030151-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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system at the start of the reaction equals the total spin at the end of the reaction~heremi

is the projection of the electronic spin of the constituent particle onto a preferred d
tion!.

The second process occuring simultaneously with chemoionization is spin exch

He~23S1 ,m1!1Cs~62S1/2,m2!→He~23S1 ,m18!1Cs~62S1/2,m28!. ~2!

Here m11m25m181m28 , the total spin of the system, is conserved. The rate of
process~2! is 1/tse.

In the present letter we shall study the interaction of133Cs atoms with optically
polarized helium atoms in the 23S1 state. The helium atoms may be aligned or orien
along a static magnetic fieldHz . It can be shown5 that the rate of destruction of th
orientation^SHe&

z and alignment̂ QHe&
zz of metastable helium atoms depend on co

sional processes of the type~1! and ~2! as follows:

1/tor5pd f or5NCs~1/3•Cci11/2•Cse!, ~3!

1/tal5pd f al5NCs~1/3•Cci13/2•Cse!. ~4!

Here NCs is the density of cesium atoms,Cci and Cse are the chemoionization an
spin-exchange rate constants, andd f or,al is the contribution of the processes~1! and~2!
to the width of the magnetic resonance line for the longitudinal components o
orientation and alignment of the helium atoms.

As one can see from Eqs.~3! and~4!, the contribution to the width of the magnet
resonance line for aligned helium atoms should be different from that of oriented he
atoms. This difference makes it possible to determine the rate constants of th
simultaneously occurring processes.

The standard setup for investigating the optical orientation of atoms was emp
in the experiment. Optical orientation of the spin moments of the metastable he
atoms was achieved with circularly polarizedb! pump light and alignment was achieve
with unpolarized pump light (l51.08 mm) propagating along a magnetic fieldHz>35
mOe produced by Helmholtz coils inside a magnetic shield. The pump source w
helium capillary lamp in which an rf discharge was excited. The metastable state
filled by exciting an rf discharge in the volume of the absorption chamber containing4He
gas (P51 torr atT5300 K) and metallic cesium. The gas-discharge chamber was pl
in a thermostat. The working temperature was determined by means of a thermistor
onto the coldest part of the absorption chamber. The density of cesium atoms was
lated from 2.731010 to 2.531012 cm23 by varying the temperature over the range 39
343 K. An amplitude-modulated rf magnetic fieldH15h sinVt sinvt, where
V/2p5250 Hz andv/2p ;100 kHz is the rf frequency, was applied perpendicular
the magnetic fieldHz in order to excite magnetic resonance in the system of Zee
sublevels of the 23S1 helium atoms. In the experiment, the change~at the modulation
frequencyV) in the intensity of the pump light passing through the absorption cham
was recorded by scanning the frequencyv near the magnetic resonance frequen
v05gHz (g/2p52.8 MHz/Oe!. For low values of the rf amplitudeh<0.1 mOe~see
Ref. 6! the magnetic resonance line was nearly Lorentzian~for both orientation and
alignment of the helium atoms! and the width of the magnetic resonance line depen
152 152JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Dmitriev et al.
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mainly on relaxational collision processes occurring in the absorption chamber.
linewidth was determined at one-half the maximum amplitude of the magnetic reson
signal.

To find the desired spin-exchange rate constant, in the experiment we deter
the incrementd f or,al of the magnetic resonance linewidth~for both oriented and aligned
helium atoms! as the density of cesium atoms increases on heating of the absor
chamber: d f or,al5D f or,al(T)2D f or,al(T0), where D f or,al(T0) is the linewidth at
T5300 K (;2 –2 kHz!. To construct the curves ofd f or,al versus the Cs atom densit
NCs, the temperature was converted to the value ofNCs in accordance with the data give
in Ref. 7.

In the experiment, several series of measurements were performed for the purp
determining the dependenced f (NCs) for both orientation and alignment. The data o
tained were averaged both within each series and over the whole set of serie
example of the dependencesd f or,al(NCs) obtained in one series of experimental me
surements is presented in Fig. 1.

As one can see from the figure, the widths of the magnetic resonance line
substantially different for oriented~2! and aligned~1! atoms.c! Indeed, it follows from
Eqs.~3! and ~4! that

p~d f al2d f or!5NCsCse. ~5!

The value determined from Eq.~5! is Cse5(2.860.8)31029 cm3 s21. The value
obtained forCse was used in Eqs.~3! and ~4! to find the chemoionization rate consta
Cci5(1.060.3)31029 cm3 s21. It should be noted that the main error in the pres
measurements is due to the error in determining the density of alkali atoms. This e
caused by both the presence of temperature gradients at the surface of the cham
the error in measuring the working temperature of the chamber.

FIG. 1. Magnetic resonance linewidth of oriented~2! and aligned~1! metastable helium atoms versus th
density NCs of ground-state cesium atoms;d f or,al is the broadening of the magnetic resonance line due
spin-exchange and chemoionization processes for oriented and aligned atoms.
153 153JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Dmitriev et al.
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In conclusion, it should be noted that this is the first time that the spin-exchange
constant has been determined, whereas the chemoionization rate constant, without
ance for the statistical factor (1/3•Cci), has been determined several tim
((0.4460.16)31029 cm3 s21 ~Ref. 2! and (0.4560.09)31029 cm3 s21). As one can
see from the results presented, our results are in satisfactory agreement with Refs
3.

In closing, we thank the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research for supportin
work ~Grant No. 95-02-04116-a!.

a!e-mail: victor@kart.ioffe.rssi.ru
b!Both orientation and alignment can appear in the case of pumping by circularly polarized radiation

relative degree of alignment in the magnetic resonance signal depends on the emission spectrum of t
and on the thickness of the optical layer in the absorption chamber. In our experiment this quantity d
exceed 10%.

c!It should be noted that the width of the magnetic resonance line of polarized helium atoms also depend
rate of diffusion, spin exchange with electrons, and so on. In the present experiment the change~with increas-
ing temperature! in the width of the magnetic resonance line as a result of these processes did not exce
measurement error.
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Nonergodicity and nonequilibrium properties of
asperomagnets

A. B. Surzhenko and Yu. P. Grebenyuk
Institute of Magnetism, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252142 Kiev, Ukrai

~Submitted 18 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 149–153~10 August 1997!

The nonequilibrium properties of asperomagnetic systems are studied
for the example of the alloy Ni–23 at.% Mn. It is shown that the
appearance of a de Almeida–Thouless phase, characterized by astro-
nomic equilibration timestmax@1015 s, is preceded by the formation of
a Gabay–Toulouse phase, for whichtmax is comparable to experimental
times. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00515-X#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 75.40.Cx

The ergodic hypothesis, i.e., the assumption that the Gibbs average^ . . . &T is
equivalent to a time averagê. . . & t , is a basic postulate of statistical physics. It
therefore not surprising that nonergodic systems, for which^ . . . &TÞ^ . . . & t , have been
and continue to be of special interest to investigators.1 On the basis of the accumulate
information once can assert that such properties are inherent only to macroscop
degenerate systems, and the degree of nonergodicityDS of the systems is determined b
the observation timetobs, more accurately, by the ratio of the observation and the m
mum timetmax of a transition from one degenerate state into another. Specifically,
glasses~SGs!, in which tmax reaches astronomical valuestmax;1040 s @tobs,

2,3 are ob-
viously nonergodic. This property is widely employed for determining the freezing t
perature of spin glasses in a magnetic fieldH.0,4 when the basic Edwards–Anderso
order parameterqea5^S2& is nonzero not only in the SG phase but also in the param
netic ~PM! phase.2,3 However, the problem of finding the freezing temperature is m
urgent for asperomagnetic~ASM! systems, where the SG behavior in theXY plane is
accompanied byspontaneousordering (msÞ0, qeaÞ0) of the spins in the orthogonal,Z
direction, even in the absence of an external field.2 The solution of this problem is
ordinarily reduced to obtaining the temperature dependence of the parameterDs(H,T,t)
from investigations of FC, ZFC curves.4 In so doing, the error due to the increase in t
effective observation timetobs on heating is assumed to be quite small, sincetmax@tobs.
There is no doubt that this inequality is valid below the de Almeida–Thouless cross
line T,TAT(H),2 where strong irreversibilities arise along theZ axis. However, near the
Gabay–Toulouse~GT! phase line of freezing of theXY componentTGT(H)>TAT(H),
which is what must actually be determined,tmax decreases catastrophically all the w
down to FMR frequencies.5 This can radically change the results of FC, ZFC experime
(tobs>1 s). To avoid this error, we used an approach satisfying the requirementobs

5const to study nonequilibrium ASM systems. In what follows, we make a compar
155 1550021-3640/97/030155-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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analysis of our method and the conventional methods2,4 and we discuss alternative de
scriptions of nonergodic systems.

The problem was solved for the particular case of a rapidly quenched alloy N
at.% Mn, in whose low-temperature phase (T,T1551.2 K, inset in Fig. 1! long-range
ferromagnetic~FM! order and the SG coexist,6 making it possible to identify the phase a
an ASM phase. This latter capability makes the system of Ni–Mn alloys a classic o
for checking theoretical ideas.2 Another important consideration was the fact that th
momagnetic prehistory effects in a sample of roughly similar composition had
studied by ac methods,7 in addition to the now-customary dc experiments. The quan
xZFC8 (H0 ,T) ~see Fig. 1, curve! relaxes monotonically from one equilibrium valu
xFC8 (0,T) (h) to anotherxFC8 (H0 ,T) (s) during heating. For sufficiently high measurin
fields H0, this gives rise to additional maxima. Thus two characteristic points,T5Tm ,
corresponding to a maximum ofxZFC8 (H0 ,T), andT5T5 , above whichxZFC8 5xFC8 , can
be distinguished on the curvexZFC8 (H0 ,T). Considering the strong dependence of a
ZFC curve and therefore also ofTm(t) andT5(t) ~Fig. 1! on the heating ratedT/dt,2,3 it
can be asserted that the formal identification of the latter temperatures withTAT andTGT,
as proposed in Ref. 7, is inadmissible. An objective assessment requires a nonerg
criterion that does not depend on the observation time. The use of the timetmax required
for the system to reach its equilibrium state,DS(H,T,tmax)50, confers this advantage. T
evaluate it experimentally it is more convenient to introduce a normalized function o
form

D~ t !uH,T5const5@xZFC8 ~ t !2xZFC8 ~`!#/@xZFC8 ~0!2xZFC8 ~`!#uH,T5const, ~1!

which, while retaining the physical meaning of the classical definition4 of DS , is more
universal (0<D<1).

FIG. 1. Thermomagnetic cycle of the alloys Ni–23 at.% Mn: zero-field cooling —xFC5ZFC8 (H50 Oe,T) (h),
switching on of a magnetic fieldH0 and heating —xZFC8 (H0 ,T) (h), cooling in a field —xFC8 (H0 ,T) (s).
Experimental conditions:H05140 Oe, magnetization-reversal frequency and amplitudef 585 Hz andh50.1
Oe, heating rate'2 K/min. Inset: Realx8(0,T) and imaginaryx9(0,T) components of the ac susceptibilit
( f 585 Hz,h50.1 Oe).
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Since the problem of recording the temperature dependencesD(H0 ,T,t) instanta-
neously (t5 const) cannot be solved by direct methods, we employed a method in w
t can be strictly controlled — the study of relaxation curves followed by analysis of
temperature sectionsD(H0 ,T,t5 const!. For convenience, a valueH05140 Oe was
chosen, which is such that the regions of strong (T,Tm) and weak (Tm,T,T5) irre-
versibilities of the longitudinal response of the ASM are approximately equal. The
rectness of the experiments was ensured by adhering to a single thermomagnetic
tory: The sample was cooled from room temperature to the required value ofT in a zero
magnetic field and held under these conditions for 1 h~to eliminate any influence of a
different cooling rate!. Then a magnetic fieldH05140 Oe was switched on and th
quantityxZFC8 (t) was recorded. Since an equilibrium state was usually not attained
the finite time of an experiment (;4 h), the function~1! was calculated in the approxi
mationxZFC8 (H0 ,T,t→`)5xFC8 (H0 ,T) ~Fig. 1!.

Let us examine the surfaceD(H0 ,T,t) and its topographic projection, which ar
displayed in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. The small distortions observed at short
Log(t/s),1.5, which are due to the integration constant'1 s of the output cascade o
the apparatus, on the whole, cannot change the general conclusion that the rela
curves are logarithmic. The logarithmic time metric is due to the ultrametric topolog
the phase space of SGs and is a consequence of the anomalously wide and pra
uniform spectral distribution of their relaxation times.3 It is obvious that the desired
quantitytmax is the upper limit of the width of this spectrum. To calculate it, both the ti
sectionsD(t) and temperature sectionsD(T);tb ~Ref. 4! of the surfaceD(H0 ,T,t) were
used. While the extrapolation of the linesD@Log(tmax)# to zero did not present an
difficulties, in the second case an additional procedure was required — it was nec

FIG. 2. Parameter of nonequilibriumD(H05140 Oe,T,t) of the alloy Ni–23 at.% Mn represented as a surfa
~a! and its topographic projection~b!.
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to find the exponentb that gave the optimal linearization of the curves@D(T)#1/b. It is
important that the system of parallel straight lines~top to bottom in the inset in Fig. 3
(s): t5102, 103, 104 s! obtained in the process (b53.460.4) is intersectedby the
curve @D(T)#1/b (d) constructed from the results forxFC8 and xZFC8 ~Fig. 1! in the
standard approximationxZFC8 (t50)5xFC8 (H50,T), xZFC8 (t→`)5xFC8 (H0 ,T).2,3 This
fact clearly reflects an increase in the effective observation time on heating of the s
men in the course of a standard FC, ZFC experiment and the unavoidable error, a
ated with this increase, in determining the temperatureTGT.4 Finally, besides the above
described methods, which yield information mainly about the macroscopic timestmax,
the appearance of a weak irreversibility can be judged according to the temperature
maximum of the imaginary partx9(H0 ,T). It is clearly seen from Fig. 3 that the poin
(h) corresponding to the magnetization-reversal frequenciesf 585 and 850 Hz fit in
reasonably well and supplement helpfully the overall picture of the evolution of
ASM.

The results obtained give every reason to doubt the validity of the prevailing op
that the freezing temperature of a SG decreases as the observation timetobs increases.
Indeed, the fact that an equilibrium statetobs>tmax(T) is reached does not at all mean th
the GT phase as such vanishes. Then, even the temperatureT5(tobs), whether determined
in the course of ZFC, FC measurements4 (tobs51 –104 s! or by ac2 (tobs5102621021 s!
or resonance2,5 (tobs51021221028 s! methods should be regarded not as a phase tra
tion but only as a boundary separating the equilibriumT.T5(tobs) and nonequilibrium
T,T5(tobs) states. The latter temperature will coincide with the temperatureTGT and/or

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the timetmax(H05140 Oe,T) for the alloy Ni–23 at.% Mn to reach its
equilibrium state. The points were obtained by extrapolating the time (h) and temperature (s) curves
D(H0 ,T,t0), the squaresh correspond to the temperature maxima ofxFC9 (H0 ,T) observed with different
magnetization reversal frequenciesf 585 and 850 Hz. Inset: Linearized dependenceD(H05140 Oe,T, t0

5const! ~top to bottom: Log(t0 /s52,3,4) (s)!, obtained by a section of the surface in Fig. 2, and the quan
D(H05140 Oe,T,tÞ const) (d) calculated from the resultsxZFC8 andxFC8 of the thermomagnetic cycle in Fig
1.
158 158JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 A. B. Surzhenko and Yu. P. Grebenyuk
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TAT only for an appropriate choice of the threshold criterionTGT/AT(T5) for weak/strong
nonergodicity. Unfortunately, them-vector model2 of a SG does not give any estimate
for this, and very few experiments have been done to study the distribution o
relaxation times in the SG phase. Essentially the only results8 have been obtained in a
investigation of the dilute SG Cu96Mn4 in zero field. Nonetheless, the use of these res
for HÞ0, T,TAT is entirely justified, since below the AT line the SG dynamics
essentially independent of the strength of the magnetic field. This is indicated b
reasonable agreement between the ‘‘universal’’ valuedLog(T1)/dLog(v)52.231023

obtained in a study of the frequency dependence (2.6 Hz,v,1.33 kHz! of the maxi-
mum of x8(H50,T1) for the alloys Cu12xMnx (0.0094,x,0.064)9 and our estimate
@dT5 /dLog(tmax)#/Tf'(22.060.2)31023 (H05140 Oe, 16.T.8 K, 1020,tmax(s)
,10110). According to Ref. 8, atT50.9TAT tmax'1020 s, whence it is possible to recon
struct the temperatureTAT517.6 K and a corresponding criterion for strong nonergod
ity tAT(TAT)'1016 s. As expected, on account of the slow relaxation
xZFC8 (H0 ,T<TGT) ~see Fig. 1! the valueTm51861 K is a quite good approximation fo
TAT . In the caseTAT,T,TGT, however, the relaxation processes are much faster.
example, for 102,t(s),104 the characteristic slope of the isolines@dT/dLog(t)#'1.2 K
'20.024Tf ~see Fig. 2b! is practically constant and is approximately an order of m
nitude greater than the same indicator forT,TAT . This makes the temperatureTGT

extremely sensitive to the choice of thresholdtGT(T5). However, since the absolut
values oftmax(TAT,T,TGT) depend on the anisotropy of the experimental object
can vary from one specimen to another,2 there apparently does not exist a universal va
of tGT(T5). Nonetheless, to avoid the error due to different observation times in
structing theH –T phase diagrams it is essential to adhere to a single, separately spe
criterion — for our case it is reasonable to choosetGT(T5)51 s.

In closing, we note that the results of an investigation of asperomagnetism w
were presented above should not be regarded as isolated and unique. They undo
could be helpful for understanding complicated evolution processes in classical
glasses in a magnetic field as well as a wide class of other nonergodic systems~structural,
dipole, vortex glasses and so on!.

We thank G. A. Takze� for helpful discussions.
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Resistivity of 2D electrons with n51/2 in a zero magnetic
field

G. M. Gusev, Z. D. Kvon, and E. B. Ol’shanetski 
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scie
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

J. C. Portal and D. K. Maude
LCMI–CNRS, F38042 Grenoble, France

~Submitted 19 December 1996; resubmitted 26 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 154–158~10 August 1997!

The dependence of the resistivity of 2D electrons with Landau level
filling factor n51/2 in a zero magnetic field is studied experimentally
as a function of the carrier density. It is found that the ratio of the
resistivity for B50 andn51/2 is a linear function of the carrier den-
sity, as predicted by a theory based on the scattering of composite
fermions by spatial fluctuations of the effective static magnetic field.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00615-4#

PACS numbers: 73.40.Hm, 71.70.Di

A new approach for describing the electronic properties of the fractional quan
Hall effect by means of the Chern–Simon gauge field theory was recently propos
Ref. 1. According to this theory, near a Landau filling factorn51/2 electrons are bound
with two magnetic flux quanta and form a new quasiparticle — a composite fermion. Fo
n51/2 the external magnetic field is completely compensated and the composite
ons move in a nonuniform effective magnetic field induced by fluctuations of the im
rity potential. In Refs. 1 and 2 the resistivity of composite fermions due to scatterin
fluctuations of the magnetic field was calculated. Assuming that each charged im
produces a local fluctuation of the effective magnetic field, it was shown that the
tering of composite fermions by a fluctuating magnetic field predominates over Cou
scattering by the same impurities. It was found that the ratio of the resistivityRxx

CF of the
composite fermions to the resistivityRxx

e of the electrons in a fieldB50 equals (kFds)2,
where kF is the electron Fermi wave number equal to (2pNs)

1/2, Ns is the electron
density, andds is the distance between uncorrelated charged impurities and 2D elec
For the casekFds@1 it was found to be possible to explain the experimental fact that
resistivity of composite fermions in a fieldB50 is many times greater than that o
electrons.3 However, a detailed comparison of the resistivity of composite fermions
a theoretical calculation was not made.

In the present work these measurements were performed on samples for whi
resistivity of the electrons and composite fermions could be varied via the gate vo
It was found that over more than an order-of-magnitude variation of the resistivity o
fermions, the ratioRxx

CF/Rxx
e depends linearly on the density, in accordance with

theoretical predictions.1
160 1600021-3640/97/030160-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The specimens consisted of AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures with a 2D electron
The Hall bridges had dimensions of 503100mm and were coated with a gold and nick
gate. The density was varied over the range~0.4–1.8!31011 cm22. The undoped AlGaAs
region ~spacer! was 60 nm wide. The mobility varied from 15 to 65 m2/V•s. The mea-
surements were performed with an ac current not exceeding 1028 A and at a frequency of
6.6 Hz in magnetic fields up to 15 T. The temperature was varied from 50 mK up to
Two specimens were investigated. The measurement results obtained for one sp
are presented in detail.

Figure 1 displays typical curves of the diagonal~a! and Hall~b! resistivities versus
the magnetic field for different gate voltages~0–0.4 V!. The points give the resistivity
Rxx

CF at a Landau-level filling factorn51/2. One can see thatRxx
CF decreases with increas

ing density and magnetic field. Minima at fractional filling factors of 1/3 and 2/3
visible. One can also see thatRxx

CF increases logarithmically with decreasing temperat
for T,300 mK.4 It was recently shown that these temperature corrections could be
to the interaction between the composite fermions in the presence of a scat
potential.5 To take account of only theT-independent component of the scattering
composite fermions, we measured the resistivityRxx

CF for T.200 mK ~Fig. 1!. For T550
mK the minima at 2/3 and 1/3 vanish, and flat plateaus are observed. Nonethele
T-dependent corrections did not exceed 10% of the total resistivity as the tempe
varied from 50 mK to 1 K. Figure 2a shows the low-field part of the magnetoresist
for different gate voltages. For clarity, the same dependence is shown on a logar
scale in Fig. 2b. One can see that the resistivity forB50 changed by not more than a
order of magnitude, but the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations arose at the same field
T irrespective of density~Fig. 2b!. The resistivity in a zero magnetic field is determin
by the transport relaxation time, which is more than an order of magnitude greate

FIG. 1. T5200 mK; gate voltageVg50.1–0.4 V; a —Rxx(B); the dots represent the resistivity forn51/2;
b — Rxy(B).
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the quantum relaxation time, which determines the amplitude of the Shubnikov os
tions in a magnetic field.6 This attests to the long-range character of the impurity pot
tial. In the case of a short-range impurity the transport and quantum times are eq
each other.7 In contrast to the transport relaxation time, for a long-range impurity po
tial the quantum time has been studied comparatively little~see the discussion in Ref. 7!.
As the temperature decreased, the resistivity of the electrons in zero magnetic fiel
increased logarithmically on account of weak localization effects.8 However, since
Rxx

e !h/e2, these corrections were less than 1%.

Figure 3a displays the experimental density dependences of the resistivity o
electrons~squares! and composite fermions forn51/2 ~circles!. Up to Ns;1.231011

cm22 a power-law decrease of the resistivity with increasing density is observed
electrons and for composite fermions withn51/2; this is described to a high degree
accuracy by the relationsrxx

e ;Ns
25/2 andrxx

CF;Ns
23/2, respectively. As the carrier densit

increases further, in both cases the rate of decrease of the resistivity decreases. W
that the relationm;Ns

23/2 for electrons nearB50 was also observed earlier.9 Figure 3a
also displays several values of the resistivity forn53/2 ~triangles! in the range
Ns5(0.753–1.97)31011 cm22. For n53/2, this density range in the experimental spe
mens is a transitional range from an integer to a fractional quantum Hall effect an
one can see, the dependence of the resistivity in this case is substantially differen
the corresponding dependences for electrons in a fieldB50 and composite fermions with
n51/2. Figure 3b shows the ratio of the resistivity of the composite fermions to
resistivity of the electrons as a function of the density; this function is linear u
Ns;1.231011 cm22.

Let us now compare the experimental results with theory. In Ref. 1 the resistivi
electrons withB50 ~scattering by fluctuations of the Coulomb field! and the resistivity

FIG. 2. Rxx(B) nearB50 on linear~a! and logarithmic~b! scales.
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of composite fermions withn51/2 ~scattering by fluctuations of the magnetic field! was
calculated. The formulas were derived in the Born approximation for electron transp
a heterojunction, where a spacer separates the two-dimensional carrier gas fro
scattering impurities. The relation

rxx
e 5

h

e2

Nimp

Ns

1

16~kFds!3
~1!

was obtained for electrons.1 Correspondingly, for composite fermions

rxx
CF5

h

e2

Nimp

Ns

2

kF
8 ds

. ~2!

We note thatkF and kF8 differ by a factor ofA2, since the electrons are spin
degenerate, while the composite fermions are spin polarized. Substituting in Eqs.~1! and
~2! the expression for the wave number in terms of the electron density, we o
precisely the power-law dependences which, as we noted above, describe the expe
tal dependences in Fig. 3a. Therefore the theory of Ref. 1 gives the correct func
description of the experimental curves. To make a quantitative comparison of Eq~1!
and~2! with experiment it is necessary to obtain more accurate values of the param
Nimp and ds in these equations. Since in our case the electron mobility is much lo
than in other specimens with approximately the same spacer thickness,10 it can be con-
jectured that a large number of residual impurities are present in the spacer which

FIG. 3. a — Experimental curves ofrxx
e ~squares! andrxx

CF ~circles! versus the electron density. The resistivi
for n53/2 ~triangles!. 1, 2, 3 — Curves constructed using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~3!, respectively, for
Nimp51.531011 cm22 andds540 nm. b — Ratiorxx

CF/rxx
e ~dots — experiment, straight line —rxx

CF/rxx
e ;Ns).
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tively decrease the spacer thickness. TakingNimp51.531011 cm22, a fit of Eq.~1! to the
experimental dependence of the resistivity for electrons gives an effective spacer
nessds540 nm. Figure 3a displays the curves corresponding to Eqs.~1! and ~2! for
Nimp51.531011 cm22 andds540 nm. For these values of the parameters a nume
discrepancy is observed between Eq.~2! and the experimental dependence for compo
fermions.

As we have said, Eqs.~1! and ~2! were obtained in the Born approximation
Whereas this approximation is correct for electrons in the entire experimental de
range, for composite fermions it is valid, strictly speaking, only in the limitNs@Nimp

~Ref. 2!. A new approach that makes it possible to solve the Boltzmann equation wi
using the Boltzmann approximation was developed in Ref. 2. Specifically, the follo
relation was obtained for composite fermions nearn51/2:

rxx
CF5

h

e2

1

kF
8 ds

1

exp~a!K1~a!
. ~3!

This relation is displayed in Fig. 3a forNimp51.531011 cm22 andds540 nm. Like
Eq. ~2!, for these values of the parameters Eq.~3! gives too high a value of the resistivit
of composite fermions, but the quantitative discrepancy with the experimental resu
smaller in this case. The slope of the function~3! differs from that of the experimenta
dependence forNs,1.231011 cm22 but equals the experimental slope for higher den
ties, i.e., in the region where the discrepancy with the theory of Ref. 1 appears.

In summary, in this study we have investigated experimentally the electron-de
dependence of the resistivity of composite fermions withn51/2 and electrons in a field
B50. A comparison was made with the theories of Refs. 1 and 2. It was shown th
Ns,Nimp the theory of Ref. 1 gives the correct functional description of the behavio
the experimental dependences for both electrons and composite fermions. At the
time, a numerical discrepancy between experiment and the theories of Refs. 1 an
observed. In the theory of Ref. 1 this discrepancy cannot be eliminated simultane
for electrons and composite fermions by adjusting the parameters.

This work was supported in part by the INTAS program~Grant No. 94-668!.
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Weak ferromagnetism and oxygen ordering in La 2CuO41x
single crystals

A. A. Nikonov, O. E. Parfenov, and A. A. Zakharov
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 26 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 159–162~10 August 1997!

The changes produced in the magnetic properties and structure of
La2CuO41x (0,x,0.015) single crystals by doping with oxygen are
investigated by differential magnetic susceptibility and x-ray diffraction
methods. It is found that the appearance of a weak ferromagnetism in
weak fieldsH,50 Oe is accompanied by a lowering of lattice symme-
try as a result of the oxygen ordering. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00715-9#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 75.40.Cx

In our preceding work1 we observed weak ferromagnetism~FM! in lightly doped
La2CuO41x crystals in fieldsH,50 Oe. At the same time, it is well known that i
stoichiometric La2CuO4 a spontaneous FM moment cannot appear in zero and w
magnetic fields on account of the difference of the magnetic and crystallographic
cells. In Ref. 2 it was determined on the basis of a symmetry analysis that stoichiom
La2CuO4 possesses a weakly noncollinear antiferromagnetic~AFM! structure. It was
shown that a first-order transition into a weak-FM phase is possible in a high mag
field. In a high magnetic field the copper magnetic symmetry increases as a result o
flipping and agrees with the crystallographic symmetry, as a result of which a w
1023mb /Cu FM moment directed along thec axis appears.3 However, lattice matching
can be achieved through a lowering of the symmetry of the crystal lattice by an ord
of the impurity oxygen along definite positions in the La2CuO4 unit cell.

Our objective in the present work is to establish, by measuring the magnetic
ceptibility xac(T) in a low magnetic field and by x-ray crystallographic analysis, a c
relation between the anomalous magnetic properties of La2CuO41x single crystals and
the structural changes produced in the crystal lattice by doping with oxygen.

The magnetic susceptibility was measured by a double synchronous dete
method.7 During the measurements the specimen was placed in a low ac
h5h0 sin(vt), with h053 Oe andf 53 kHz. The temperature was varied in the ran
80,T,350 K. X-ray diffraction analysis was performed with an automated DRO
diffractometer using CuKa radiation, a special system of collimators, and a LiF mon
chromator. To suppress the higher-order harmonics the voltage on the x-ray tube w
at 16 kV, sinceU(l/2)517.7 kV.

The measurements were performed on the same crystals N1 and N2 as in Ref
shown by means of magnetic and resistance measurements and x-ray crystallog
analysis in Ref. 4 and also by neutron scattering in Ref. 5, the N1-type crystals, g
165 1650021-3640/97/030165-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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from a fluxed melt, possess a high degree of perfection, as a result of which the o
mobility is very low. The N2 sample was grown by the floating-zone method.
crystals grown by this method are structurally less perfect and the mobility of the e
oxygen in them is higher. In this specimen, phase separation into an AFM insulato
a metallic phase occurs at temperaturesT,280 K, and the specimen becomes superc
ducting atTc530 K. The excess oxygen concentration in the crystals was determine
x-ray crystallographic analysis according to the lattice parametersc measured at room
temperature using the data of Ref. 6. The valuesx1'0.01 andx2'0.015 were obtained
for c1513.144(1) andc2513.148(1). The Néel temperatures determined according
the maxima ofx(TN) wereTN15245 K andTN25235 K. The masses of the specime
werem150.19 andm250.14 g.

Our measurements ofx(T) for lightly doped La2CuO41x single crystals1 in low
fields 1,H,100 Oe showed the appearance of a residual FM moment directed alon
c axis. The value of this moment is'0.1% of the weak-FM moment obtained in a hig
field in Ref. 3. Analysis of the dependencesx(T,H) suggests that the anomaly observ
near TN is a manifestation of a magnetic phase transition which is distinct from
well-known magnetic transition to an AFM phase with latent weak ferromagnetism

While performing the measurements ofx(T) in the specimen N1, we observed th
the anomaly depends on the time and temperature of low-temperature annealin
manner correlated with the change in the lattice parameters. The fact tha
superstoichiometric-oxygen redistribution processes are substantially slowed do
specimen N1 enabled us to observe the time dependence of the anomaly. Mu
anneals at temperatures below the tetra–ortho structural transition tempe
T,TT2O>220 °C~Ref. 4! lead to a slow growth of the height of the peak without a
changes inTN or the width of the peak. But annealing for only 1 h at T.TT2O is
sufficient to decrease the height of the peak by more than a factor of 2. Figure 1a di
the change in the anomaly over a 1-yr period for the specimen N1 stored in air
height of the magnetic peak correlates with the change in the orthorhombic disto
a2b with c5const~see inset in Fig. 1a!. Assuming that the change in the anomaly is d

FIG. 1. a! x(T) of the specimen N1 measured at different times in the course of one year.1 — 0, 2 — 4920,
3 — 6048 h. Inset: Correlation of the height of a magnetic peak and the orthorhombic distortiona2b. b! x(T)
obtained for specimen N2 at different chill rates.
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to the motion of oxygen and using the method of Ref. 8, we obtained from the
dependence of the height of the peak at different annealing temperatures the values
oxygen diffusion activation energyEa>0.2 eV. This agrees with the values obtained
Ref. 9 for the energyEa for oxygen diffusion in theab plane.

Oxygen moves very easily in the specimen N2. This results in a phase sepa
into an oxygen-depleted AFM phase and an oxygen-enriched metallic phase.10 For this
reason, in contrast to specimen N1, a strong dependence of the anomaly on the
cooling at temperaturesT,295 K exists in specimen N2; this is shown in Fig. 1b. Rap
chilling suppresses the formation of the metallic phase and increases the AFM vo
Slow cooling to liquid-nitrogen temperature was conducted at a rate of less tha
K/min. Rapid chilling was accomplished by abruptly immersing a room-tempera
specimen directly into liquid nitrogen. Ideally, quenching should shift the anomaly
temperature corresponding toTN for the more uniform oxygen distribution withx50.015
(TN>200 K). But since oxygen becomes mobile at temperaturesT.180 K,11 a partial
phase separation occurs during the measurements. Apparently, this is why the an
acquires a tail in the temperature interval 200 K,T,TN .

As we have already mentioned, in order for a ferromagnetic moment to appear
antiferromagnet the symmetry of the magnetic and crystal lattices must match. B
magnetic lattice of stoichiometric La2CuO4 is primitive and the crystal lattice is base
centered~Abma!. Ordering of the impurity oxygen can result in a lowering of the crys
symmetry fromAbma to primitive, which in turn should result in the appearance
‘‘superstructural’’ ~forbidden forAbma! reflections. Room-temperature x-ray structu
analysis of the specimens N1 and N2 confirmed the change in symmetry accompa
doping with oxygen. The analysis indicated the appearance of~330! type reflections
which are characteristic for the primitive orthorhombic Bravais lattice. Figure 2 disp
the ~330! reflections for samples N1 and N2. Superstructural reflections~103! and~309!
destroying theA base-centered structure were found for the crystal N2. The ratio o
intensities of the superstructural reflections and the main Bragg peaks was of the or
231025–1024. Assuming that the broadening of the superstructural reflections is du
the dimensions of the domains of the new phase, the coherence length in theab plane and
along thec axis can be estimated for N2 as 200 Å and 100 Å, respectively, using
Scherrer formula. At the level of sensitivity of the apparatus (,1027% of the main
Bragg peaks!, no superstructural reflections were found in the directions (h00), (0k0),
(00l ), and (q0q).

In summary, it has been shown in the present letter that the behavior of the an
lies in x(T) measured in a low field is determined not only by the amount of impu
oxygen but also by the distribution of impurity oxygen in the orthorhombic crystal lat
of La2CuO4. The following mechanism of oxygen ordering in La2CuO4 is possible. Two
nonequivalent, primarily with respect to rotation of the octahedra of two neighbo
planes, positions in the unit cell exist in the orthorhombic phase~Abma! for nonstoichio-
metric oxygen.12 In a tetragonal lattice all the oxygen sites are equivalent. Annealin
temperatures aboveTT2O has the effect that oxygen occupies all possible sites with e
probability. BelowTT2O such a distribution can become energetically unfavorable,
oxygen becomes ordered over the lattice by means of diffusion. The redistributio
oxygen over two sites produces a nonequivalence of the magnetic sublattices as
167 167JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Nikonov et al.
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thereby giving rise to an uncompensated moment along thec axis.

Thus, doping of La2CuO4 crystals with a small amount of oxygen gives rise to
structural transformation that changes the lattice symmetry from base-centered to
tive orthorhombic. The exact crystallographic group has not yet been determined,
our opinion it should satisfy the condition for the existence of ferromagnetism in a
magnetic field with a spontaneous FM moment directed along thec axis. To clarify this
question we intend to continue the investigation of the structure by x-ray crystallogra
analysis and neutron scattering.

We thank A. N. Bazhan, E. P. Krasnoperov, E´ . L. Nagaev, and M. B. Tsetlin for
their interest and for valuable remarks. This work was performed as part of Projec
96019 ‘‘Microstratification’’ of the State Program on High-Tc Superconductors.
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Luminescence of short-lived color centers induced in LiF
crystals by a pulsed microwave discharge

G. M. Batanov, V. A. Ivanov, M. E. Konyzhev,a) and A. A. Letunov
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 2 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 163–167~10 August 1997!

A new phenomenon — intense luminescence of noncolored lithium
fluoride ~LiF! crystals excited by an electrodeless pulsed microwave
discharge at the prebreakdown stage of development — is observed.
This luminescence consists of the luminescence of short-lived aggre-
gate F2 and F3

1 color centers at room temperature. It is shown that the
density of short-lived color centers induced in the surface layer of LiF
crystals by a microsecond microwave discharge reaches values of
;1019–1020 cm23. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00815-3#

PACS numbers: 78.55.Fv, 78.60.Ya

INTRODUCTION

At the prebreakdown stage an electrodeless pulsed microwave discharge deve
on the surface of dielectric crystals in vacuum consists of a secondary-emission disc
~SED! which gives rise to a high density of excitation of a thin surface layer of
crystals. In the process, an induced electrical conductivity and strong microwave ab
tion arise in the layer, giving rise to the formation of a contracted discharge an
electrical breakdown of dielectric crystals in the microwave radiation field.1,2 A sequence
of SED pulses acting on the crystals produces an optically dense colored surface
containing a high density of long-lived F, F2, and F3

1 color centers that are stable at roo
temperature.3,4 To explain the observed phenomena we proposed the concept of acc
lation and relaxation of short-lived color centers generated in the surface layer of d
tric crystals during each SED.1,2,5 Our objective in the present work was to observe
short-lived color centers experimentally and to estimate their density in the surface
of noncolored and colored LiF crystals according to the spectral and dynamic char
istics of their SED-induced luminescence.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE

The microwave discharge~SED! was initiated on the surface of cleaved 7031035
mm LiF crystals grown in air and placed at the maximum of the electric field of a T10

standing wave excited in a 120357 mm rectangular metal waveguide by pulsed mic
wave radiation from a magnetron~oscillation frequencyn51960 MHz, pulse power
P051.65 MW, pulse durationt up to 30ms, pulse repetition frequencyf up to 2 Hz!.
The layout of the experimental apparatus is presented in Ref. 1. The waveguid
evacuated with oil-free pumps to a pressure of 1024 Pa. The spectral and dynam
170 1700021-3640/97/030170-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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characteristics of the luminescence of the LiF crystals were investigated with a MD
monochromator~with a 600 lines/mm diffraction grating! and interference light filters
The optical radiation detectors consisted of FE´ U-79 photomultipliers. The temporal reso
lution of the detecting apparatus was equal to 50 ns. A relative spectral calibration a
estimate of the absolute sensitivity of the optical measuring channel of the MD
monochromator and the FE´ U-79 photomultipliers in the wavelength 400–700 nm we
performed using a certified SI-8 tungsten ribbon lamp and a helium-neon laser
optical absorption spectra of the LiF crystals~both noncolored and colored in the micro
wave discharge! were recorded with a SF-56 spectrophotometer. The electron cu
emitted from the SED region was monitored with a multigrid electrostatic analyzer.
incident and reflected microwave signals were detected with directional waveguid
couplers. All experiments were performed at room temperature.

The spectral measurements were performed using two optical channels. Lum
cence in the region 686610 nm was recorded in the first~reference! channel with the aid
of a light filter and luminescence in the region 400–700 nm was recorded in the se
~measuring! channel using the MDR-2 monochromator with a step of 11 nm an
resolution of 4 nm. The spectral intensity of the luminescence of the LiF crystals
determined by dividing the values of the luminescence intensity recorded simultane
in the measuring and the reference channels. Averaging was performed over five p
Control measurements showed that the luminescence spectrum remained unchang
the period of time required to record it. The procedure employed made it possib
perform amplitude measurements of the luminescence spectrum of the crystals
relative error not exceeding 5%.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

Figure 1 displays characteristic oscillograms of the signals. For the noncolore

FIG. 1. Oscillograms of signals obtained in the investigation of a microwave discharge~SED! (P051.65 MW,
t51.5 ms, f 50.1 Hz! on the surface of noncolored LiF crystals:1 — Envelope of the incident microwave
radiation pulse;2 — electronic current from the region of the microwave discharge;3, 4 — optical lumines-
cence of LiF crystals at wavelengths near 54062 nm and 67062 nm.
171 171JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Batanov et al.
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crystals~with stable preradiation F2 and F3
1 color center density less than 131014 cm23

and impurity oxygen color center density not exceeding 131016 cm23) the dynamics of
the variation of the electron current from SED region is virtually instantaneous
respect to the dynamics of the variation of the pulse power of the incident microw
radiation: The observed signals are characterized by sharp leading edges with du
;0.1 ms. In contradistinction to this, the intensity of the luminescence of the crys
rises and falls with characteristic times;1 ms. Therefore for the noncolored LiF crysta
only the slow~lagging! components of the luminescence are recorded in the wavele
range 400–700 nm. The luminescence spectrum of the crystals is displayed in Fig
the region 400–500 nm a minimum of luminescence is observed near 450 nm an
wide intense luminescence bands with maxima near 540 nm and 670 nm are obse
the region 500–700 nm. On the basis of the results obtained in Ref. 4~where the lumi-
nescence spectra of stable F2 and F3

1 color centers induced in the surface layer of L
crystals colored in the microwave discharge were recorded under excitation with
radiation! we conclude that the radiation bands shown in Fig. 2 with maxima at 540
and 670 nm correspond to the luminescence of F3

1 and F2 centers, respectively. It follows
from the optical absorption spectra of LiF crystals that the density of stable F2 and F3

1

centers induced during the measurement time of the luminescence spectrum~150–200
discharge pulses! once again does not exceed 131014 cm23 ~i.e., a noncolored LiF
crystal remains noncolored after the luminescence spectrum is measured!. An estimate of
the absolute intensity of the luminescence recorded in our experiments from a 1 cm2

surface area of the noncolored LiF crystals corresponds to a flux of;231017 photons/s
emitted into a solid angle of 4p sr in the luminescence bands of F2 and F3

1 centers.
Further estimates show that in the case when LiF crystals are excited by a SE
density of induced F2 and F3

1 color centers is several orders of magnitude higher than
of stable preradiation F2 and F3

1 color centers. Therefore we have established that

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectrum of noncolored LiF crystals excited by a pulsed microwave discharge~SED!
(P051.65 MW, t51.5 ms, f 50.1 Hz!.
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observed luminescence spectrum of noncolored LiF crystals corresponds to the lum
cence of induced short-lived F2 and F3

1 centers generated in the surface layer of L
crystals during each microsecond SED.

The luminescence dynamics of the SED-excited crystals changes substantiall
prolonged coloring of the LiF crystals~using a train of microwave discharge pulses!: At
wavelengths of 540 and 670 nm there appear, together with slow components of
nescence, fast components~instantaneous! with characteristic intensity rise and fall time
;0.1 ms. After a LiF crystal has been exposed to 60000 microwave discharge p
~SED! (P051.65 MW,t530 ms, f 52 Hz, external constant magnetic fieldH0'0.5 kG!
the amplitudes of the slow and fast luminescence components become almost eq
one another. Since the fast luminescence components are due to luminescence o
centers and the slow components are due to the luminescence of short-lived cente
conclude from the equality of these amplitudes that the density of stable F2 and F3

1 color
centers~accumulated in the surface layer of the crystal as a result of prolonged colo!
is comparable to that of short-lived F2 and F3

1 centers~generated during each microwav
discharge pulse~SED!!. The corresponding total density of stable F2 and F3

1 color centers
equals;631019 cm23, calculated according to Smakula’s formula~Eq. ~2.47! in Ref. 6!
using the optical absorption spectrum of a colored LiF crystal. The optical density o
LiF crystal in the absorption band with a maximum near 450 nm~absorption by F2 and
F3

1 centers! equals 0.07 and the thickness of the colored layer is estimated to be 0.05mm.

We note that after a LiF crystal is exposed to 30000 microwave discharge p
~SED! (P051.65 MW, t530 ms, f 52 Hz, andH0'0.5 kG! the luminescence spec
trum of a crystal colored in this manner is identical to that of a noncolored cryst
within the limits of measurement error, and the intensity of the luminescence o
colored crystal decreases to a level which is 2.5 times lower than the initial lumines
intensity of the noncolored crystal.

DISCUSSION

When noncolored LiF crystals were excited by x-rays or high-current elec
beams,7 luminescence of the crystals was observed only in the emission band of imp
oxygen centers, with a maximum near 440 nm, and the luminescence of F2 and F3

1

centers was not detected. In the present work, on the contrary, a strong luminesce
induced short-lived F2 and F3

1 centers was recorded from noncolored LiF crystals exc
by a microwave discharge~SED! and no luminescence was observed from the impu
oxygen centers in the region 420–460 nm. The new phenomenon which we disco
— intense luminescence of induced short-lived aggregate F2 and F3

1 color centers in
noncolored LiF crystals — is due to the fact that short-lived color centers with
density;1019–1020 cm23, which is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude higher than the resid
density of impurity color centers, are generated in the surface layer of crystals excit
a microwave discharge~SED!. Therefore the weak luminescence of stable oxygen cen
is not observed against the background of the strong luminescence of the induced
lived F2 and F3

1 color centers.

A comparison of the estimated specific energy inputs confirms the analysis
formed above. Indeed, the excitation of the surface layer of LiF crystals by low-en
electrons from a microwave discharge~SED! with a characteristic electron energy of
173 173JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Batanov et al.
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keV, electron density 131010 cm23, and microwave discharge pulse duration 1ms is
characterized by a specific input energy density;500 J/cm3. This is two orders of
magnitude higher than the corresponding value;5 J/cm3 in the case when LiF crystal
are excited with a 200 keV pulsed electron beam with current density 50 A/cm2 and pulse
duration 5 ns.7

CONCLUSIONS

1. Intense luminescence of induced short-lived aggregate F2 and F3
1 color centers in

a thin surface layer of noncolored LiF crystals excited by a pulsed microwave disch
~SED! at room temperature was observed.

2. It was shown that a pulsed microwave discharge~SED! developing on the surface
of LiF crystals gives rise to a high excitation density of the surface layer of the crys
The total density of the short-lived F2 and F3

1 color centers generated in the layer reach
;1019–1020 cm23.
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Unconventional metallic state in a two-dimensional
system with broken inversion symmetry

V. M. Pudalov
Institute of High-Pressure Physics, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 2 June 1997; resubmitted 2 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 168–172~10 August 1997!

We present a model that explains two phenomena, recently observed in
high-mobility Si-MOS structures:~1! the strong enhancement of metal-
lic conduction at low temperatures,T,2 K, and~2! the occurrence of
a metal–insulator transition in the 2D electron system. Both effects are
ascribed to the spin–orbit interaction anomalously enhanced by the
broken inversion symmetry of the confining potential well. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00915-8#

PACS numbers: 72.20.Fr, 71.30.1h

INTRODUCTION

Recently, in experiments with high-mobility Si-MOS structures, a strong drop
resistivityr(T) has been found1 as the temperature decreases below.2 K. This effect is
evidently in disagreement with the conventional interpretation of the one-parameter
ing theory~OPST!,2 according to which all states in a 2D system at zero magnetic fi
should be localized in the limitT→0. A subsequent scaling analysis of the temperat
and electric-field dependences of the conductivity3 has revealed critical behavior typica
of a metal–insulator transition. Finally, convincing evidence for the existence of
tended states in 2D systems at zero field has been obtained in experiments in ma
fields, in studies of the quantum-Hall-effect-to-insulator transitions.4 The extended states
which at high magnetic fields are located at the center of the corresponding La
bands, were found to remain in a finite energy range on decreasing field, giving ris
mobility edge.

The experimental results thus suggest the existence of a true metallic state
metal–insulator~M–I! transition in 2D. These results are in apparent contradiction w
the conventional OPST, and the origin of the metallic state remains puzzling. In
work, both experimental findings are explained as being a consequence of the spin
interaction enhanced by the broken inversion symmetry. The suggested model prov
good agreement with the experimental data on the temperature dependence of th
tivity r(T).

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a set ofr versusT curves typical for the high-mobility samples,1 at
different electron densitiesns . At T*2 K, the resistivityr increases slowly as the
175 1750021-3640/97/030175-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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temperature decreases; such behavior is characteristic of a weakly localized regim
lower temperatures,r drops sharply for all curves belonging to the ‘‘metallic’’ range
densities,ns.nc .

The resistance drop is observed at densities in the range fromnc to '1.4nc . The
critical densitync is sample dependent and is equal to 9.231010 cm22 for the sample
shown in Fig. 1. The drop inr(T) diminishes with decreasing sample mobility, and
almost replaced by a conventional rise inr at T→0 in the sample with 8 times lowe
mobility, m55000 cm2/V•s. The latter behavior is consistent with that reported in ear
studies on low-mobility samples.5

EMPIRICAL FIT OF THE DATA

The r(T) curves in Fig. 1 may be fitted well by an empirical dependence wh
summarizes the scattering probabilities of two processes:

r~T!5r01r1 exp~2T* /T!. ~1!

The first term is independent of temperature, while the second one descri
scattering through an energy gapD5kBT* . The curves shown in Fig. 1 by the heav
continuous lines were obtained using two fitting parameters for each density,r1 /r0 and
T* .

FIG. 1. Typical temperature dependences of the resistivity for a high-mobility sample.1,3 The electron density,
from bottom to top, is equal to 13.69, 12.81, 12.15, 11.50, 10.84, 10.18, 9.53 8.87, 8.21, 7.55, 7.1231010 cm22

~Refs. 1 and 3!. The solid lines are the results of simulations, as discussed in the text.
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POSSIBLE MICROSCOPIC MECHANISMS

As seen from Fig. 1, the characteristic temperatureT* is of the order of 2 K in the
high-mobility samples. Searching for a proper microscopic mechanism, we find
small energy gaps intrinsic to Si-MOS structures atH50: the valley splittingDv'2.4 K
and the zero-field spin gapDs(H50)'3.6 K.6

It seems attractive to link the resistance drop to transitions between the two ele
valleys located close to theX points in the Brillouin zone.7 However, intervalley
‘‘umklapp’’ scattering would hardly occur, since it requires a combination of recipro
lattice vectors of very high order. On the other hand, the phonon-induced interv
transition would require participation of high-energy phonons,Eph;104 K, and is there-
fore unlikely at low temperatures. Electron tunneling, as the intervalley transition me
nism, would not lead to a strong temperature dependence of scattering.

SPIN-ORBIT SPLITTING AND INTERACTION EFFECTS

In the one-electron approximation, the spin–orbit interaction is described by
Hamiltonian:7

Hso5
\2

4m2c2
@¹V~r !3p#s, ~2!

where p and s are the momentum and spin operators, correspondingly. For the
electron system in Si, the contribution of the bulk crystal potential in¹V is small
(g* '2), and the lack of inversion symmetry of the triangular confining potentialU(z)
plays the major role.

This lifts the spin degeneracy at zero magnetic field and gives rise to a linear te
the energy spectrum of 2D electrons:8

E6~k!5
\2k2

2m*
6ak. ~3!

The corresponding spin gap

Ds5E12E252akF , ~4!

can be viewed as the difference in energy for electron states with spin directed
plane but to the left and right side ofkF , or, equivalently, along and opposite to th
effective magnetic fieldH*;(1/m* c)@kF3¹U# in the frame tied to electrons moving i
the 2D plane at the Fermi velocity.

We suggest that the empirically determined energy gapD originates fromDs and is
equal topDs ~where p;1), whereas the temperature-independent contribution to
resistivity,r0, is related to the spin-independent scattering. The finite quantum relax
time tq and the corresponding level broadening\/tq should reduce the effective gap:

kBT* 5pDs2\/tq . ~5!
177 177JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 V. M. Pudalov
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COMPARISON OF THE MODEL WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The spin splittingDs(H50)53.6 K for the same Si-MOS structures was det
mined from the magnitude of the quantum oscillations of the chemical potential ,6 ex-
trapolated to zero field. It is clear from Eqs.~3! and ~4!, that this value corresponds t
Emin

2 522m* a/\2. With this result we obtaina51.7931025 K•cm, and the total en-
ergy spectrum becomes known.

In order to estimate the quantum level broadeningG5\/tq , the temperature depen
dence of the diagonal resistance was measured in the quantum-Hall-effect regim
the Fermi energy adjusted to the Zeeman energy gap atn56 in a field ofH50.75 T. As
a result, we obtained an estimate,G52.8 K, for ns510.8431010cm22 ~here we have
assumed Gaussian level broadening and takeG to be the full width!. Comparing the
model effective energy gapD5pDs2G with the empirical valueT* 50.96 K obtained
in the fit atns510.8431010 ~the 5th curve from the bottom in Fig. 1!, we ultimately find
p50.46.9

The empirical energy gapkBT* decreases to zero atns5nc , as seen in Fig. 1. In the
above model, Eq.~5!, this occurs because~i! the level broadening increases,G}1/ns , and
~ii ! the spin splitting,Ds52akF , diminishes}ns

1/2. The empirical fitting parameterG
shown versus the electron density in Fig. 2 does indeed increase as the density dec
The total fit in Fig. 1 is in surprisingly good agreement with the experimental d
despite the very simplified character of the above model.

As ns decreases and approachesnc , the resistance drop starts at lower temperatu
The weak decrease inr(T) noticeable atT.4 K is presumably due to the weak
localization correctionsdr }2 log(T/T0) ~Ref. 10!. This effect was ignored in the abov
model, and ther(T) points corresponding to the negative]r/]T were not fitted; these
points are connected by dashed lines in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows also two relaxation times:tp , calculated from the mobility in the
T50 limit, and tq5\/G. It is noteworthy that bothtp andtq decrease almost linearl
and independently of each other as the density decreases~but with ns.nc) . The mo-
mentum relaxation timetp provides the necessary resistivity valuer;h/e2 at the critical

FIG. 2. Level broadeningG and relaxation times, as determined from a fit~Fig. 1! in the vicinity of nc .
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density,1,3 whereastq provides an effective spin gap equal to 0 atns5nc . As a result,tp

decays faster and becomes smaller thantq with decreasingns . At the critical density,m
is of the order of 0.1 m2/Vs andG.5 K, which corresponds totp50.17310212 s, and
tq.1.5310212 s. The conclusion that the two curvestq(ns) and tp(ns) intersect is
model independent, although the numerical values oftq(ns) and the intersection poin
depend on the model chosen for level broadening. For instance, the intersection oc
11.5 or 1331010 cm22 for Gaussian or Lorenzian broadening, respectively.

METAL-INSULATOR TRANSITION AT H50: SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION AND
SYMMETRY EFFECTS

Not only does the low-temperature resistance drop depend strongly on the sy
try, so does the total scaling behavior. The corresponding universality classes
symmetry for random systems were established by Dyson.11 In the presence of the spin
orbit ~SO! interaction, the orthogonal symmetry of the system is replaced by sympl
symmetry. Correspondingly, the level-repulsion exponent in the random m
statistics11 changes fromv51 to v54. It appears therefore, that states are less ea
localized in systems with largev.

The effect of the spin–orbit interaction on weak localization has been studied
theoretically and experimentally.12 For the strong localization regime, there have be
suggestions13 that M–I transition can occur in the presence of a strong SO interac
The scaling function in 2D was found to behaves asymptotically asb(G);2a/G in the
high-conductance limitG@1, with a.0 in the orthogonal anda,0 in the symplectic
case.14 The b function in the symplectic case may thus become positive at sufficie
large G. As the disorder increases and the conductanceG decreases, all states will b
localized even in the symplectic case. The critical level of disorder and the cr
conductanceGc correspond to the point at whichb(Gc)50.

The behavior of the symplecticb(G) function in 2D is qualitatively consistent with
the experimental data in the vicinity ofnc ~see Fig. 1!. As the temperature or the broad
ening increases, the energy relaxation timete appears as a cutoff parameter, and 1te

may become larger than the inverse spin relaxation time, 1/te@1/ts . Then the system
would again behave as in the orthogonal symmetry case. The natural measure of
interaction strength is the spin–orbit gapDs given by Eqs.~4! and~5!, and as an estimate
for the disorder we adopted\/ts'\/tq5G. Thus, one may expect that the M–I trans
tion would be manifested in those samples for whichDs /G>1, which is also consisten
with occurrence of the transition in the samples with peak mobility larger than 5
cm2/V•s.15

DISCUSSION

The above model explains why the resistance drop is seen only in low-dis
samples with largetq values.15 The effect is also dependent on the symmetry of
potential well. This provides a key for testing the driving mechanism. As to other
tems, the zero-field spin gap in GaAs/Al~Ga!As is smaller by a factor of 10–100, due
the smallerg* factor and the much smaller value of¹U ~Ref. 16!. Thus, even in ideal
samples with zero broadening, the resistance drop may occur at temperatures 1
179 179JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 V. M. Pudalov
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times lower than those for the Si-MOS structures. In accord with this, no signatures
resistance drop were revealed in recent measurements on GaAs/Al~Ga!As heterojunctions
at temperatures down to 20 mK.17

Recently, there have been suggestions on other possible collective mechanism
as Coulomb interaction,18 spin-triplet pairing,19 and non-Fermi-liquid behavior.20 How-
ever, the corresponding models are not developed yet to provide a comparison w
experimental data.

SUMMARY

It seems likely that the recently observed metal–insulator transition in high-mob
Si-MOS structures is the first experimental manifestation of the spin–orbit-interac
induced transition in 2D. The enhancement of the metallic conduction in these samp
low temperatures fits the same framework. A strong SO interaction energy relative
level broadening and broken inversion symmetry are favorable for the 2D metallic
The Coulomb interaction in this model provides the small level broadening at de
down tonc . In the recent experiments21,22 the 2D metallic phase was found to be eas
destroyed by an in-plane magnetic field; this is a strong evidence for the spin-re
origin of the 2D metal.
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Redistribution of the hole spectral weight due to long-
range spin correlations in the three-band Hubbard
model
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L. A. Maksimov
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~Submitted 3 July 1997!
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The spectrum of the spin-polaron hole exitation is investigated in the
framework of the three-band model for the CuO2 plane in high-
temperature superconductors. The problem is treated taking into ac-
count the coupling of a local polaron with the antiferromagnetic spin
wave withQ5(p,p). This leads to fundamental changes in the lowest
polaron bande1(k) and to a strong redistribution of the bare electron
filling. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01015-3#

PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn

In order to understand the nature of high-temperature superconductors it is imp
to describe properly the motion of a hole in the CuO2 plane.1,2 This motion takes place
against the antiferromagnetic~AFM! spin background of the copper spins and must
treated as the correlated motion of a hole coupled to spin excitations~a spin polaron!.
Usually the spin polaron is studied within the frameworks of the t-J model1 and the
three-band Hubbard model.3–5 In the previous works the spin polaron problem was st
ied mainly in the approximation of a small-radius polaron~an analog of a Zang–Ris
polaron!. In the present work, for the first time, the long-range order of the AFM ba
ground is taken into account by introducing an additional new spin polaron of infi
radius — a bound state of a charge exitation and a spin wave withQ5(p,p). We shall
show that the introduction of such a polaron leads to a substantial decrease in the
of the lowest band by bare holes. As a result, the area of the Fermi surface str
increases and its form becomes more complex.

The effective Hamiltonian of the three-band Hubbard model of the CuO2 plane has
the following form ~in the conventional notation!:3,6,5

Ĥ5T̂1ĥ1 Ĵ, T̂5t (
R,a1 ,a2 ,

s1 ,s2

XR
s1s2cR1a2 ,s2

1 cR1a1 ,s1
,

~1!

ĥ52h (
R,a,b,s

cR1a,s
1 cR1a1b,s , Ĵ5

J

2 (
R,g

ŜRŜR1g .
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Here the CuO2 plane is described by a square sublattice with lattice constantg and two
O sites per Cu unit cell;R stands for the position vectors of Cu sites,R1a are the four
vectors of the O sites nearest to Cu siteR, a56ax ,6ay , ax5g(1/2,0), ay5g(0,1/2).
We assumeg51. In Eq. ~1! we have adopted the following notation:b are the nearest
neighbor vectors for the oxygen sublattice;g52a andd52b are the nearest and secon
nearest neighbors for the Cu sublattice; the operatorscs

1 andXs0 create a hole with spin
S51/2 and spin projections/2 (s561) at the O and Cu sites, respectively, andXR

s1s2

are the Hubbard projection operators, which are convenient for excluding doubly
pied Cu sites.

The first termT̂ in Eq. ~1! describes the effective hole hopping with an amplitu
from O to O sites through the intervening Cu sites, the termĴ corresponds to the AFM
interaction between Cu sites, andĥ represents the direct O–O nearest-neighbor hopp

Let us discuss the hole excitations with spinS51/2 and the spin projections/2. We
shall restrict ourselves to a finite number of site operatorsAR, j (1< j <12), in each unit
cell R.

In order to treat the hole excitations in the framework of the spin-polaron con
we introduce for each unit cellR six site operators which describe the local polaron
small radius:

AR,s,1~2!
1 5cR1ax~ay!,s

1 , AR,s,3~4!
1 5s (

g561
gXR

ḡ s̄cR1ax ,~ay!,g
1 ,

AR,s,5~6!
1 5s (

g561
gXR1gx ,~gy!

ḡ s̄ cR1ax ,~ay!,g
1 , s̄52s, ~2!

Ak,s, j
1 5

1

AN
(
R

eikRAR,s, j .

Ak,s, j
1 are the Fourier transforms ofAR,s, j

1 .

We might mention that in our previous investigations7 this basis of local spin-
polaron operators led to the proper description of the important experimentally obs
features of the hole spectrum of the CuO2 plane: the extended saddle point and isotro
band bottom.

In this paper we want to investigate the role of the delocalized spin polarons, w
correspond to the coupling of the local polarons to the AFM spin wave with momen
Q5(p,p), usually called Q-polarons. If the spin subsystem is found in the state
AFM long-range order, then the average value of the amplitude^SQ& of the spin wave
with q5Q ~the Q wave! has a macroscopically large value and has properties analo
to the amplitude of a Bose particle with zero momentum in the superfluid Bose ga
a result, for many problems this amplitude can be treated as ac number.8 Then the
coupling of the Q wave to local electron states does not represent new states but le
mentioned above, to the mixing of the states with momentak andk1Q. This treatment
is usually based on the widely used Ne´el-type state of the spin subsystem with tw
sublattices.
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But for theS51/2 spin system the quantum fluctuations are very important and
to the spherically symmetric homogeneous Ne´el state at any small but finite temperatur
Against this background even atT50 the average valuêSQ&50, and the above-
mentioned simple approach for the hybridization of thek and k1Q states fails. In the
homogeneous Ne´el state onlŷ SQSQ& can be treated as a macroscopic quantity. Then
coupling of local polaron states toSQ corresponds to new delocalized states. In orde
take these states into account we introduce six additional operators on the basis
~2!:

AR,s, j
1 5s (

g561
gQR

ḡ s̄AR,g,i
1 , Ak,s,g

1 5s(
g

gAk1Q,g,i
1 SQ

ḡ s̄ , ~3!

QR
ḡ s̄[eiQRSQ

ḡ s̄5N21(
R1

eiQ„R1R1)XR1

ḡ s̄ , j 5 i 16, i 5~1 – 6!.

In order to determine the spin polaron spectrum« i(k) of 12 quasiparticle bands w
use the two-time retarded matrix Green’s functionsGi , j (t,k) for the operatorsAk,s,i :

Gi , j~ t,k![^Ak,i~ t !uAk, j
1 ~0!&52 iQ~ t !^$Ak,i~ t !,Ak, j

1 ~0!%&. ~4!

We solve the system of the equations of motion forGi , j (v,k) by using the standard
Mori–Zwanzig projection technique and restricting ourselves to the above chosen
of operators$Ak,s,i% from Eqs.~2! and~3!. Then the Green’s functions and the spectru
are determined from the equations

~v2DK21!G5K, detuK«~k!2Du50, ~5!

Di , j~k!5^$Bk,i ,Ak,l
1 %&, Ki , j5^$Ak,i ,Ak, j

1 %&, Bk,i5@Ak,i ,H#. ~6!

The matrix elements ofD and K are expressed both through short-range sp
correlation functions of the Cu subsystem and the long-range-order correlation fun
^SQSQ&. The Cu spin subsystem is described by theS51/2 Heisenberg model atT50.
For the value of the correlation functions we use the results of Ref. 9 where this m
was treated in the framework of spherically symmetrical Green’s functions theory.
important that we take into account that^SQSQ& is a macroscopic quantity which is equ
to the square of the effective sublattice magnetization:

^SQSQ&5 lim
R1→`

u^SRSR1R1
&u5M2. ~7!

Note that the dependence of the spin polaron excitation spectrum on the long-
correlation function̂ SQSQ& appears only on account of treatment of the Q-polaron st
~3!. Below we take the following numerical values of the spin correlation functio
^SRSR1g&520.3521,^SRSR1d&50.229,^SRSR12g&50.2, M250.0914. The matrix ele-
ments were calculated in the low-hole-doping limit,n!1, wheren is the total number of
oxygen holes per unit cell. The detailed expressions of matricesD and K will be pub-
lished elsewhere.

As a result the Green’s functions have the form
184 184JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Barabanov et al.
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Gi , j~v,k!5(
l 51

12 Z~ i , j !
~ l ! ~k!

v2« l~k!
. ~8!

In particular, the value ofZh(k)5Z(1,1)
(1) (k)1Z(2,2)

(1) (k) corresponds to the number o
bare oxygen holes with fixed spins and momentumk in the stateuk,s& of the lowest
quasiparticle band«1(k). Let us remark that residueZ( i , j )(k) satisfies the sum rule
(sZ( i ,i )

(s) (k)51, i 51, 2. This means that in this model the Luttinger theorem does
hold, and the maximum number of holes per cell is equal to four despite the presen
twelve bands.

The results of the most interesting, two lowest bands«1(k) and«2(k) for realistic
values of the model parametersJ150.2t, h50.4t ~all the energy parameters below a
expressed in units oft) are presented in Fig. 1a. Also shown in this figure is the spect
of the lowest of six bands«1(k), calculated in the approximation of the six operators~2!.
In Fig. 1b the spectrum«1(k) is presented by the equal-energy lines«1(k)5const. Let us
mention that the Q-polarons may lead to a rather complex form of the Fermi surface
circumstance can give nontrivial behavior of the Hall effect on doping and can
cause inversion of the Hall constant if the Fermi energy is close to«1(k)524.5.

As is seen from Fig. 1a, the inclusion of the Q-wave qualitatively leads to
decoupling of the lowest band of the local small polaron excitations, and«1(k) is close
to «1(k). This means that the main features of the lowest-band excitations previ
calculated in the local polaron approximation7 are preserved.

The importance of the treatment of the Q-wave polarons may be seen if we di
the filling of the lowest band by bare holes. In Fig. 1c the filling of the«1(k) and«1(k)
are shown, i.e., the residuesZh(k) andZh(k) ~the underlined values correspond to loc
polaron approximation!. One can see that the introduction of the Q-polarons leads
substantial decrease in the hole filling along the linesX–M andM –N. This redistribution
of the bare hole spectrum weight explains the results of photoemission experim
where a ‘‘flat band region’’ is observed along the directionX–G but not along the line
X–M . Figure 1d demonstrates that the local polaron concept~the six operators~2!! leads
to a strong decrease of the filling under the Fermi surface. This implies a violation o
Luttinger theorem by approximately four times~an analogous effect was found in Re
10!. But the inclusion of Q-polaron states~3! leads to an addition substanntial reducti
of the filling, by approximately 1.5 times. The maximum«1(k…-band filling is equal to
n50.22, and the smallness of this value justifies our low-density approximation.

Formula~3! points out that the Q-polaronAk,s,7(8)
1 contains a bare hole stateck1Q,s

1 .
This means that the residuesZQ of the corresponding Green’s functio
GQ(k)5G7,71G8,8 are responsible for the ‘‘shadow band’’ effect.11

We note that the Q-polaron scenario reproduces the substantial decrease in w
the lowest band with decrease of the AFM constantJ. Usually such an effect is obtaine
only in the self-consistent Born approximation.12

In conclusion we want to mention that the above-described properties of the
polaron are mainly preserved if we suppose that the spin subsystem has no long
order but that the spin correlation lengthL is large. Then, in the matrix elements ofD and
185 185JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Barabanov et al.
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K we must replace the long-range correlation function^SQSQ& by the following expres-
sion:

(
uqu,dq

^SQ1qSQ1q& dq'1/L, L@1. ~9!

We are grateful to L. B. Litinski for valuable discussions and comments. This w
was supported, in part, by INTAS-PFBR~Project 95-0591!, by RSFR ~Grant 95-02-

FIG. 1. a: The spectra«1(k) and«2(k) calculated for the basis~2!, ~3!, and the spectrum«1(k) calculated for
the basis ~2!. The spectra are given along symmetry linesG –X–M –N–G and X–N–X; G5(0,0);
X5(p,0),(0,p), M5(p,p); N5(p/2,p/2). b: Spectrum equal-energy lines«1(k)5const. c:Zh(k) andZh(k)
are the number of bare holes~the residues of corresponding Green’s functions! in the quasiparticle excitations
for the spectra«1(k) and «1(k); ZQ(k) is the residue of the lowest pole«1(k); for the Green’s function
G11,11(v,k)1G12,12(v,k), which characterize the ‘‘shadow band’’ effect. d: The dependence of the numb
holesn per unit cell on the value of the Fermi surface areaS (SBZ is the the area of the first Brillouine zone!:
thick line — for the spectrum«1(k); dashed line — for the spectrum«1(k); solid straight line — the case o
noninteracting-particle filling.
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Hopf term in the action for vortices/skyrmions with odd
filling of Landau levels

S. V. Iordanski 
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia
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A term in the action that is of third order in the derivatives of the
rotation matrix is calculated. A direct diagrammatic method in the limit
of high magnetic fields is used. It is shown that the action contains the
standard Hopf invariant with a coefficient corresponding to fermionic
behavior of vortices/skyrmions. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!01115-8#

PACS numbers: 12.39.Dc, 71.70.Di

For odd fillings of the Landau levels~taking account of spin splitting! the ground
state of two-dimensional electrons in a high magnetic field is ferromagnetic. Ther
states with a gradual change in the direction of the average spin in space could po
form. This change can be very slow in the case when the Zeeman energy is low com
with the Coulomb energy; this is the basis for using a gradient expansion. This app
has been used in many theoretical works.1–4 These works all employ an approximation
which the wave functions are assumed to be projected onto a set of functions belo
to the same fixed Landau level. In Ref. 5 it was shown that this approximation is in
ficient for obtaining an adequate description and calculating the energy of vor
skyrmions. In the case when the perturbation theory in the derivatives of the rot
matrix is valid, it was shown that the formation of such vortices is thermodynamic
favored. A more detailed paper should appear inJETP.

A topological term in the action for skyrmions that is of third order in the derivati
was calculated in Ref. 6. The calculations were performed in the projected-wave-fun
approximation. However, in this approximation the rotation matrix becomes nonloca
it is unitary only if some total derivatives are neglected. This could be the reason wh
corresponding terms in the action are of an unconventional form. This work was
cized in the Ref. 7, where an expression with a Hopf invariant in the action is prese
The coefficient of the Hopf invariant was obtained on the basis of a quasiclassica
culation~probably valid in the limit of a large number of filled Landau levels!, previously
performed by the authors for another physical system without using the proje
functions approximation. On the whole, the debate is not over, and it is of interest to
the topological term in the action directly without using any approximations other
the assumptions that the ratio of the cyclotron energy to the Coulomb interaction e
is large and that theg factor is small.

To describe vortices/skyrmions we introduce a 232 rotation matrixU(r ,t) that
188 1880021-3640/97/030188-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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transforms electronic spinors to a local spin coordinate systemc5Ux, where the spinor
x is almost ferromagnetic with one ‘‘up’’ component and the spinorc is a spinor in the
laboratory coordinate system. In this case the Lagrangian for the spinorsx assumes the
form

L5E F ix1
]x

]t
2

1

2m
x1~2 i¹2A02 iU 1¹U !21 ix1U1

]U

]t
xGd2rdt

1
1

2 E V~r2r 8!x1~r !x1~r 8!x~r 8!x~r !d2r 8d2rdt,

where the potential energy is invariant under a local rotation, andA0 is the vector
potential of a uniform external magnetic fieldH0. We employ a system of units with
\5H05 l H51, wherel H is the magnetic length.

We assume that the derivatives of the rotation matrix are small, and we trea
quantities2 iU 1¹U5VW ls l and 2 iU 1] tU5V t

ls l , where s l are Pauli matrices, as
small perturbations in the Hamiltonian. Thus, we can separate the Hamiltonian into
parts:~i! an unperturbed part which in the Hartree–Fock approximation has the for

H5
1

2m E x1~2 i¹2A0!2d2r 1E V~r2r 8!r~r 8!x1~r !x~r !drd2r 81E V~r2r 8!

3^xa
1~r 8!xb~r !&xb

1~r !xa~r 8!d2rd2r 8;

~ii ! a first-order perturbation

H15
1

m E x1VW ls l•~2 i¹2A0!xd2r 2E x1V t
ls lxd2r ; ~1!

and,~iii ! a second-order perturbation

H25
1

2m E x1@~VW l !22 i¹•VW ls l #xd2r . ~2!

Here we have introduced the average densityr and the average valu
Xab5^xa

1(r )xb(r 8)&. In what follows, we employ a local approximation for the e
change energy, introducing the exchange constantg

E V~r2r 8!^xa
1~r 8!xb~r !&xb

1~r !xad2rd2r 8→E gx1~r !szx~r !d2r

and we neglect the direct interaction. Apparently, the use of this model is unimporta
final results but it substantially simplifies the calculations.

Let

^xa
1xb&5^xa

1xb&01d^xa
1xb&,

where the first term corresponds to a uniform situation neglecting allV l , i.e., the leading
term in the decomposition of the Hamiltonian; the second term includes all correc
for the nonuniformity of the rotation matrix. The action with the Hubbard–Stratono
field taken into account has the form
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ds
S5E x1F i ] t2
1

2m
~2 i¹2A01VW ls l !

22V t
ls l1gXab

0 Gxd2rdt

1gE dXabxb
1xad2rdt2

g

2 E ~Xab
0 1dXab!~Xba

0 1dXba!d2rdt.

Since in the mean-field approximationXab5^xa
1xb&, it is easy to obtain for the action in

the mean-field approximation

S5S0~x,V!1
g

2 E d^xa
1xb&d^xb

1xa&d2rdt, ~3!

where the first term corresponds to the actionXab
0 5^xa

1xb&0 for the spinorsx1 andx in
a uniform field with the nonuniformity of the rotation matrix, i.e., of all theV in the
Hamiltonian, taken into account. We shall calculate first the topological terms in
skrymion effective action generated byS0. The second term is determined completely
the electronic Green’s function, likewise corresponding to the actionS0 , and as will be
shown below it does not contain the topological Hopf invariant. To find the effec
action for vortices/skyrmions, an integration must be performed over the fermion fie
the expression for the partition function generated by the actionS0; this is equivalent to
a calculation of the free energy of the electrons in terms of the fieldsV l . For this reason,
the effective action has the well-known formS5 i Tr ln G, whereG is the electronic
Green’s function in a fieldV l and the trace is calculated over all variables, including
time and the spatial coordinates.

In the present letter we shall calculate only the topological Hopf term in action
contains all three componentsV t , Vx , andVy . Therefore we must find the contributio
of four diagrams~see Fig. 1!. For the first two diagrams, which are formally second-ord
diagrams, we must find the contribution which is of third order inV. The unperturbed
Green’s function has the form

G0~r ,r 8,t2t8!52 i ^Tx~r ,t !x1~r 8,t8!&

FIG. 1. A wavy line corresponds toH1 with spatial derivatives. A wavy line with a line through it correspon
to the part ofH1 that contains a time derivative. The dashed line corresponds toH2. A solid line denotes the
electronic Green’s function.
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E dv

2p

dp

2p
gs~v!e2 iv~ t2t8!Fsp~r !Fsp* ~r 8!.

Here T is the time-ordering operator for Fermi operators,s is the index of the Landau
level, andFsp are oscillator wave functions in the Landau gauge which we are emp
ing. The matricesgs(v) correspond to a completely filled~all p) bottom spin sublevel
s50, and the other spin sublevel and all states withsÞ0 are empty:

g0~v!5
11sz

2~v1g2 id!
1

12sz

2~v2g1 id!
, ~4!

gs~v!5
11sz

2~v2svc1g1 id!
1

12sz

2~v2svc2g1 id!
. ~5!

We have introduced the chemical potentialm5vc/2, so that this energy does not appe
in the expressions forgs .

In order for the perturbation theory inV l to be valid, the correctionsdE; (V2/m)
to the single-electron energies5 must be small compared with the smallest exchange
gr; (e2/ l H). This results in the strong inequalityLc@ l HA\vcl H /e2, whereLc is the
size of the vortex core. The core size is determined by the minimum of the sum o
core Coulomb energy;e2/Lc and the additional Zeeman energy;gHrLc

2 ; this gives
Lc

3;e2/(gHr). Therefore the perturbation theory inV is valid if the g factor is suffi-
ciently small.

We obtain to third order inclusively

S5 i TrF ln G01H1G01H2G01
1

2
H1G0H1G01H2G0H1G0

1
1

3
H1G0H1G0H1G0G ,

using the standard perturbation theory for the Green’s function and expanding the
rithm. This corresponds to the diagrams in Fig. 1.

We start with the second-order term corresponding to the first diagram in Fig.

S2
15

i

m
TrE s lgss l 8gs8e

ivd
dv

2p
V t

l~r ,t !Fsp~r !Fsp* ~r 8!

3@V1
l 8~r 8,t8!p21V2

l 8~r 8,t8!p1#Fs8p8~r 8!Fs8p8
* ~r !d2r 8d2rdt.

Here d is an infinitesimal positive quantity. The expressionVW l
•(2 i¹2A0) is written

using the quantitiesV1
l 5(2 iVx

l 2Vy
l )/2 andV2

l 5( iVx
l 2Vy

l )/2 and also the Landau
index raising and lowering operators p1Fsp5A2(s11)Fs11,p and
p2Fsp5A2sFs21,p , respectively. The time derivatives ofVW l can be neglected in the
above expression, since the Hopf invariant does not contain a term with two time d
tives. The corresponding expression contains three terms withs5s850 and two other
terms withs51, s850 ands50, s851.
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Introducing the new integration variablesR5(r1r 8)/2 andrW 5(r 82r ) and expand-
ing in powers ofrW , we easily find that

S2
15

1

4mg (
lÞz

E @ iV t
l¹•VW l2 iVW l3¹V t

l2V t
l¹3VW l2VW l3¹V t

l #
d2rdt

2p

1
1

2 E ~V t
l¹3VW l1VW l3¹V t

l !
d2rdt

2p
1

1

4
Tr s ls l 1

sz

3E ~2 iV t
l¹•VW l 11 iVW l 1

•¹V t
l !

d2rdt

2p
. ~6!

The part of the action that corresponds to the second diagram in Fig. 1 is calcu
analogously. The second-order term, which does not appear in the Hopf invariant, c
dropped, and only terms with one time derivative are important. The general formu
close to the corresponding formula in the preceding case. We are interested in the
corresponding tos51, s850 ands50, s851; all other terms contain extraneous spat
derivatives. Introducing the new variables of integrationT5(t1t8)/2 andt5t82t, we
obtain after expanding in powers oft

S2
252 i Tr

s ls l 1
~11sz!

2 E S V
2

l 1
]V1

l

]T
2V1

l
]V

2

l 1

]t
D d2rdt

2p
.

Using the expressions forV1
l andV2

l and the identity] tVk
l 5]kV t

l12el jmV t
jVk

m , where
el jm is a completely antisymmetric unit tensor, this relation can be rewritten in the

S2
252

1

2 E ~VW l3¹V t
l12el jmV t

jVW l3VW m!
d2rdt

2p

2
i

2
Tr s l 1

s lszE ~VW l
•¹V t

l 112el 1 jmVW l
•VW mV t

j !
d2rdt

2p
. ~7!

It is easy to obtain the contribution of the third diagram~Fig. 1!:

S2152
i

2mg (
lÞz

E V t
l¹•VW l

d2rdt

2p
. ~8!

The general expression for the contribution of the last diagram in Fig. 1 has the fo

S35
i

m2 E Trs lgss l 1
gs1

s l 2
gs2

eivdE V t
lFsp~r !Fsp* ~r1!~V

1

l 1p21V
2

l 1p1!

3Fs1p1
~r1!Fs1p1

* ~r2!~V
1

l 2p21V
2

l 2p1!Fs2p2
~r2!Fs2p2

~r2!Fs2p2
* ~r !

3
dv

2p
d2rd2r 1d2r 2dt.

Only terms withs5s250, s151 ands5s251, s150 are important. All derivatives ofV
can be neglected. The calculations are similar to the preceding calculations and we
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S3
052

i

mg (
lÞz

Tr s ls l 1
s l 2E V t

lVW l 13VW l 2
d2rdt

2p
1

i

4
Tr szs l 1

s l 2

3E V t
zVW l 13VW l 2

d2rdt

2p
~9!

for terms of the first type and

S3
15

1

2 E FV t
z (

lÞz
@~VW l !22~VW z!2#2(

lÞz
V t

lVW z
•VW l Gd2rdt

2p
1

i

4
Tr s ls l 1

s l 2

3E V t
lVW l 1VW l 2

d2rdt

2p
~10!

for the contribution of the second type.

The sum of all third-order terms~6!–~10! gives the desired Hopf term in the actio
We shall clarify some results of such a summation. All terms possessing a factor 1/mg)
can be combined together into the total derivative

1

4mg (
lÞz

E @2 i¹•~V t
lVW l !2¹3~V t

lVW l !#
d2rdt

2p
50,

which gives zero, sinceVW l for lÞz approach zero exponentially at large distances. T
symmetric differential terms inS2

1 andS2
2 also combine into a total derivative

~2 i !

4
Tr s ls l 1

szE ¹•~V t
lVW l 1!

d2rdt

2p
50,

which gives zero for the same reason. The symmetric nondifferential terms inS2
2 andS3

1

cancel one another, and we obtain the completely antisymmetric expression in the

S35
i

4
Tr s ls l 1

s l 2E V t
lVW l 13VW l 2

d2rdt

2p
1

1

2 E V t
l¹3VW l

d2rdt

2p
2el jm

3E V t
jVW lVW

m
d2rdt

2p
.

Calculating the trace and using the identity¹3VW l5el jmVW j3VW m, we write the answer in
the form

S35
1

2p
el jmE V t

lVW j3VW md2rdt5
1

2p E V t
l H

H
•¹3VW ld2rdt,

where we have introduced the external magnetic field explicitly. We note that the
expression has all symmetry elements that are characteristic of the exchange inter
t→(2t), H→(2H); x
y; and, rotation of the orbital space around the direction of
magnetic field and rotation of the spin space. Therefore the form ofS3 is dictated by
symmetry considerations, and the other terms consequently vanish.

Returning to the complete equation~3! for the action, we note that the second te
in this equation with the interaction does not possess the required symmetry in the
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that could appear in the Hopf invariant, since they necessarily contain onlyV t
l with l

Þz; this can be easily shown by calculating the correspondingd^xa
1xb&. Therefore the

different terms of the required form must cancel one another, and the Hopf inva
gives onlyS3. The Hopf invariant can be expressed in terms ofV according to Ref. 8 in
the form

H5
1

2~p!2
el jmE V t

lVW j3VW md2rdt

and therefore

SH5pH.

This result confirms the expression in Ref. 7 and is different from the answer obtain
Ref. 6 for the cases50. The latter assertion follows from the following consideratio
The Hopf invariantH assumes arbitrary integer values corresponding to the link
number between the curvesn„r ,t)5 const,unu51 for the map ofS3 → S2. In this case
V approaches zero for larger , t, since infinity ofR3 should correspond to a single poin
in order to representS3. In this case the degree of the map of any sectiont 5 const must
equal the degree of the map fort→`, and therefore it must equal zero. This means t
the quantitiesV l decrease more rapidly than 1/r . The expression obtained in Ref. 6 is a
integral of the total spatial derivative and vanishes in this case, in contrast to the
invariant, which takes on arbitrary integer values. It should also be noted that thi
pression does not possess the complete symmetry of the problem.

The result obtained forSH signifies, according to the current point of view, th
vortices/skyrmions correspond to fermions.9
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Properties of a magnetic impurity in a metal

Yu. N. Ovchinnikov,a) A. M. Dyugaev,a) and P. Fulde
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Physik komplexer Systeme, 01187 Dresden, Germany

V. Z. Kresin
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, 94720 California, USA

~Submitted 2 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 184–189~10 August 1997!

The effect of a polarized conduction-electron cloud back on a magnetic
impurity dissolved in a metal is studied. It is shown that at a tempera-
ture Tc much higher than the Kondo temperature the system becomes
unstable against symmetry breaking and that a state with^Sz&Þ0 is
established. The behavior of^Sz& is derived for all temperatures and
magnetic fields except for a very narrow region aroundTc and for very
low temperatures. The minute role of Kondo-type processes in estab-
lishing the symmetry-broken state is pointed out. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01215-2#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Hx, 72.15.Qm

The problem of a magnetic impurity embedded in a sea of conduction electron
well-studied one.1–4 In spite of this, the effect of the induced conduction electron po
ization cloud acting back on the impurity has been treated only incompletely, an
want to reconsider this problem here. The model investigated is that of an imp
coupled via an exchange interaction to a system of noninteracting conduction elec
Both signs of the exchange interaction are considered. It is well known that fo
antiferromagnetic coupling~Kondo Hamiltonian! a perturbation expansion leads to di
grams which diverge in the low temperature limit. Despite this, as we shall show
effect of the polarization cloud back on the impurity leads at a relatively high temper
Tc to an instability of the isotropic state against a symmetry-broken one with^Sz&Þ0.
HereSz is thez-component of the spin of the magnetic impurity. The divergent diagr
are of little importance for the value ofTc .

The starting point is a Hamiltonian of the form

H5H02(
a

E d3rCa
1~r !~V1~r !1V2~r !~S•s!!Ca~r !5H01H int . ~1!

HereH0 is the Hamiltonian of the conduction electrons and of a free impurity spin in
applied external magnetic fieldH, i.e., H0 contains a Zeeman contribution of the form

HZe52mS•H2
me

2
s•H. ~2!

Note that usuallyme52mB .
195 1950021-3640/97/030195-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The quantitiesV1(r ) andV2(r ) represent short-range potentials of the impurity a
as usual,V2!V1. We shall not consider the ordinary scattering potentialV1(r ) here, but
rather limit ourselves to the magnetic partV2(r ), for which we make the approximatio

V2~r !5gd~r !. ~3!

As usual, theCa(r ), Ca
1(r ) in Eq. ~1! are conduction-electron field operators.

Our aim is to calculatê Sz&. Consider first the case wheng50. The partition
function of the impurity is then given by

Z05(
Sz

e~mHSz /T!5

sinhF S S1
1

2DmH/TG
sinh@mH/~2T!#

, ~4!

and

^Sz&05T
] lnZ0

]~mH !
5S S1

1

2D cothF S S1
1

2DmH/TG2
1

2
coth~mH/~2T!!, ~5!

which is the well-known Brillouin function.

In order to determinêSz& up to second order ing we also need

^Tt S~t!•S~0!&05^Sz
2&01~S~S11!2^Sz

2&0!cosh~mHt!2sinh~mHutu!^Sz&0 ,

^Tt Sz~0!~S~t!•S~0!!&052~cosh~mHt!21!^Sz
3&0

1S~S11!cosh~mHt!^Sz&02sinh~mHutu!^Sz
2&0 . ~6!

The averageŝSz
2&0 and ^Sz

3&0 are obtained from

^Sz
2&05

T2

Z0

]2Z0

]~mH !2
5^Sz&0

21T
]^Sz&0

]~mH !
,

^Sz
3&02^Sz&0^Sz

2&05T
]^Sz

2&0

]~mH !
. ~7!

The following combination will be required below

^Tt Sz~0!~S~t!•S~0!!&02^Sz&0^Tt S~t!•S~0!&0

5~2cosh~mHt!11!S T
]^Sz

2&0

]~mH !
D 2sinh~mHutu!S T

]^Sz&0

]~mH !
D . ~8!

Note that these terms are the ones giving rise to the Kondo effect when a pertur
expansion is made.

We also need the Green’s function of the conduction electrons, which forg50 can
be written in the form of a (232) matrix as

G~0!~t !5
1

2
~G1~t!1G2~t!!E1

1

2
~G1~t!2G2~t!!tz , ~9!

wheretz is the Pauli matrix and
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G6~vn!5
1

ivn2~ep2eF7meH/2!
; vn52pTS n1

1

2D . ~10!

In the presence of the exchange interaction, i.e., forgÞ0 we must evaluate the
expression5

^Sz&52

Tr H e2~H02eFN!/TTt Sz~0!sS 1

TD J
Tr H e2~H02eFN!/TsS 1

TD J ~11!

with s(1/T) given by

sS 1

TD5Tt e2*0
1/Tdt1H int~t1!. ~12!

In order to calculatêSz& to second order ing we first determineG(t) to first order
in g, using

Gab~t!52

TtH e2~H02eFN!/TTtCa~t1!Cb
1~0!sS 1

TD J
Tr H e2~H02eFN!/TsS 1

TD J . ~13!

This gives

G~t!5G~0!~t !2g^Sz&I ~t!tz , ~14!

where^Sz& is theexactexpression for the impurity spin and

I ~t!5E
0

1/T

dt1G~t2t1!G~t1!. ~15!

For the local exchange interaction~3! considered here

I ~0!52
mpF

2p2
A52N~0!A, ~16!

whereA is of order unity and depends on the hitherto neglected potentialV1. As usual,m
is the electron mass andpF is the Fermi momentum. The effect of the impurity sp
polarization on the electrons as contained in Eq.~14! was studied in Ref. 2. Here we nee
only I (0) as given by Eq.~16!. If instead of Eq.~3! a potentialV2(r … with a short but
finite range is used, the functionI (t) is replaced by the more general one

I ~r ,r 8,t!5
1

g E
0

1/T

dt1E d3r 1G~r ,r1 ,t2t1!V2~r12r a!G~r1 ,r 8,t1!,

wherer a is the position of the impurity. The corrections in^Sz& to orderg2 follow from
Eq. ~11!, i.e., from the numerator as well as denominator.

The denominator is simply given by the partition function, which to orderg2 is
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Z5Z0H 11
g

T
~n12n2!^Sz&2

2g2

T
^Sz&

2I ~0!

2g2E
0

1/T

dt1E
0

1/T

dt2G~t12t2!G~t22t1!^Tt~S~t1!S~t2!!&J . ~17!

The quantitiesn6 are the densities of spin up and spin down electrons. They are give

n65n6N~0!
meH

2
. ~18!

The third term on the right-hand side of Eq.~17! comes from the correction of th
electron Green’s function. When the numerator of Eq.~11! is similarly evaluated we find

^Sz&5^Sz&01
]^Sz&0

]~mH !
~gN~0!meH22g2I ~0!^Sz&!

2g2E
0

1/T

dt1E
0

1/T

dt2G~t12t2!G~t22t1!~^Tt Sz~0!~S~t1!S~t2!!&0

2^Tt~S~t1!S~t2!!&0!. ~19!

It is important to realize, and in fact has been pointed out before, that the right-
sides of Eqs.~17! and~19! contain the exact expectation value^Sz& rather^Sz&0. This is
because these terms should be considered as a Hartree-like contribution to the e
Green’s function. Some further justification is given below. Note also that the pro
G(t)G(2t) in Eq. ~19! consists of a singularity of the formd(t) plus a smooth function
of t. Therefore, multiplying it by integer powers ofutu yields integrals of order
max$T,mH% /eF . By making use of Eq.~4! we obtain the following result

^Sz&2^Sz&05
]^Sz&0

]~mH !
~gN~0!meH22g2^Sz&I ~0!!

12g2E
0

1/T

dt1E
0

t1
dtG~t!G~2t!F ~cosh~mHt!21!S T

]^Sz
2&0

]~mH !
D

1sinh~mHt!S T
]^Sz&0

]~mH ! D G . ~20!

The last term yields the Kondo-type corrections. As shown below they are smaller
factor of order (max$T,mH%/eF)ln(eF /max$T,mH%) than the second term on the right-han
side on that equation. To see this we use Eq.~9! to obtain

E
0

1/T

dt1E
0

t1
dtG~t!G~2t!sinh~mHt!

5E d3pd3p8

~2p!6 H 1

2S 1

T
1sinhS mH

T D ]

]~mH ! D cothS ep2ep8
2T D
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2cosh2S mH

2T D ]

]~mH ! J f p2 f p8

ep2ep82mH
,

E
0

1/T

dt1E
0

t1
dtG~t!G~2t!~cosh~mHt!21!

5E d3pd3p8

~2p!6 H f p2 f p8
2T S 1

ep2ep82mH
2

1

ep2ep8
D

1S sinh2S mH

2T D cothS ep2ep8
2T D 2

1

2
sinhS mH

T D D ]

]~mH ! S f p2 f p8

ep2ep82mH
D J .

~21!

Here f p denotes the Fermi function. Within logarithmic accuracy we can write

E
0

1/T

dt1E
0

t1
dtG~t!G~2t!sinh~mHt!

52@N~0!#2S mH

T
1sinh

mH

T D • lnS eF

max~T,mH ! D
3E

0

1/T

dt1E
0

t1
dtG~t!G~2t!~cosh~mHt!21!

522@N~0!#2sinh2S mH

2T D • lnS eF

max~T,mH ! D . ~22!

When these results are inserted into Eq.~20! we finally obtain

^Sz&2^Sz&05~gN~0!meH22g2I ~0!^Sz&!
]^Sz&0

]~mH !

22g2@N~0!#2lnS eF

max~T,mH !
D H 2sinh2S mH

2T D S T
]^Sz

2&0

]~mH !
D

1S mH

T
1sinhS mH

T D D S T
]^Sz&0

]~mH !
D J . ~23!

One notices that for small fieldsH the second term;g2I (0)^Sz& is the largest one.
Neglecting for the moment the logarithm term, which is small, we obtain forH50 an
instability of the impurity system against a fixed moment^Sz&Þ0. With

]^Sz&0 /](mH)5 1
3S(S11)/T the transition temperatureTc is given by

Tc522g2I ~0!
S~S11!

3
. ~24!

Below that temperature a spontaneous symmetry reduction takes place. The impuri
is polarized in a direction which will be determined by the ubiquitous anisotropies.
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It is interesting to determine the associated thermodynamic potentialV. First of all,
it is possible to show that all diagrams with intersecting~or crossing! lines obtained from
Eqs.~11! and~13! are of orderT/eF and are therefore small. This holds true for any ord
in the interaction constantg. Therefore, one may neglect them, and Eq.~14! holds
formally for all orders ing. From that equation one may also conclude that the effec
the exchange interaction on the spin energy is threefold: it produces a large shift
level positions, an additional^Sz&-dependent shift, and a small shift due to processe
the Kondo type. If these last are neglected, the self-consistency equation for the a
value ^Sz& is of the form

^Sz&5BS mH22g2I ~0!^Sz&
T D , ~25!

where B(x) is the Brillouin function. This equation holds for all values ofH and T,
except in a narrow temperature intervaluTc2Tu<Tc

2/eF near the transition temperature
where corrections of the Kondo type become important. Note that Eq.~24! follows from
~25! whenH50.

The correction of the thermodynamic potential due toH int is calculated from

dV

dg
5

1

g
^H int&. ~26!

Making use of Eq.~14!, we obtain

dV

dg
52gI~0!^Sz&

2 ~27!

with ^Sz&
2 given by Eq.~25!.

In the regimemH→0 we find for the static magnetic moment near the transit
temperature

^Sz&
25

5

3 S 12
T

Tc
D ~S~S11!!2

S S21S1
1

2D . ~28!

Here we have used an expansion of^Sz&0 in powers of (mH/T). When this is inserted
into Eq. ~27!, we obtain for the change in the thermodynamic potential

V2V052
5

2Tc

S~S11!

S21S1
1

2

~Tc2T!2. ~29!

This proves that the symmetry-broken solution^Sz&Þ0 leads to a lowering of the energ
as compared with the symmetry-conserving one.

In conclusion, we have shown that at a temperature much higher than the K
temperature the system of a magnetic impurity coupled to conduction electrons be
unstable against the formation of a polarized impurity-spin state^Sz&Þ0. Kondo-type
corrections to^Sz& are generally small but may become important in the immed
vicinity of the transition temperature. In an isotropic medium the ground state is infin
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degenerate with respect to the direction of the spontaneous magnetization. Howeve
real crystal there is always anisotropy, and the ground state will be only finitely de
erate. An exponentially small transition probability between these different states
lead to the appearance of a new scale, which can be considered as the Kondo te
ture.
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Magnetic quantum oscillations in the organic
superconductor k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br
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The interlayer magnetoresistance of the organic superconductor
k-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu@N~CN!2#Br is measured at ambient pressure and
under pressures of up to 12.5 kbar. In addition to the slow
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations with a frequency of.150 T observed
at P>5 kbar, rapid oscillations attributed to the magnetic breakdown
orbit enveloping an area equal to 100% of the area of the Brillouin zone
are found to emerge aboveB5 20 T. The latter oscillations are ob-
served at ambient pressure as well as under pressures of up to 9 kbar.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01315-7#

PACS numbers: 74.70.Kn, 73.50.Jt

The organic saltsk-~BEDT-TTF!2X, where BEDT-TTF stands for bis~ethylene-
dithio!tetrathiafulvalene and X5Cu~NCS!2, Cu@N~CN!2#Cl12xBrx (0<x<1), and
Cu~CN!@N~CN!2# are characterized by a layered crystal structure with the BEDT-T
molecules arranged in mutually orthogonal dimers and forming conducting layers
nating with insulating layers of the anions X~Refs. 1 and 2!. These compounds hav
been of high interest in recent years due to the wide range of physical prop
which they exhibit in spite of very similar crystal structures. For examp
k-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu~NCS!2 is a metal at low temperatures and undergoes a supercon
ing transition at 9.4 K.3 At the same time, the salt with X5Cu@N~CN!2#Cl undergoes a
metal-to-insulator transition into an antiferromagnetically ordered state which is
posed to be of the Mott type.4 A moderate pressure (>0.3 kbar! stabilizes the metallic
state, and the compound becomes a superconductor withTc512.8 K, the highest among
the known organic superconductors.1 Its close isostructural analog, the salt wi
X5Cu@N~CN!2#Br can be regarded as the one located nearest to the boundary be
the metallic and insulating states: The salt containing hydrogen in the BEDT-TTF
ecules,k-(h8,BEDT-TTF!2Cu@N~CN!2#Br exhibits metal-like behavior at low tempera
202 2020021-3640/97/030202-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tures, although with highly pronounced electron correlations~see, e.g., Ref. 5!, and un-
dergoes a superconducting transition atTc511.2 K,1 whereas the deuterated sa
k-(d8,BEDT-TTF!2Cu@N~CN!2#Br, is suggested to have a charge gap at the Fermi lev6

The effect of subtle changes introduced by the substitution of different anions o
electronic ground state of thek-type salts is not understood so far. The band struc
calculations made conventionally in the two-dimensional approximation~i.e., assuming
that the electronic bands are formed by only the BEDT-TTF layers! give very similar
results for all the three compounds.1,7,8 These results have been thoroughly proved
numereous studies of the magnetic quantum oscillations in the Cu~NCS!2 salt ~see, e.g.,
Refs. 7 and 9!. Recent observations10 of the Shubnikov–de Haas effect in the metal
state~under pressure! of thek-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu@N~CN!2#Cl confirm the predicted Ferm
surface for this compound. However, neither quantum oscillations nor classical gal
magnetic effects which could be directly related to the shape of the Fermi surface
been found in the Cu@N~CN!2#Br salt at ambient pressure till now. Very wea
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations have been observed in this compound atP'9 kbar.11,12

The oscillation parameters11 revealed considerable differences in the Fermi surface w
respect to the Fermi surfaces of the Cu~NCS!2 and Cu@N~CN!2#Cl salts, in contradiction
with the theoretical predictions. In particular, the frequency of the slow oscillations w
could be attributed to the classical hole orbit at the cylindrical part of the Fermi su
was found to be a factor of 4 smaller than in the other two compounds. This r
suggests that either the Fermi surface of the Cu@N~CN!2#Br salt deviates strongly from
the predicted one1 already at ambient pressure or it is unusually sensitive to app
pressure.

In order to get further information about the Fermi surface
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2#Br and its pressure dependence, we have carried out h
field magnetoresistance measurements on this compound. In this paper we pres
quantum magnetoresistance oscillations of two different frequencies which are attri
to the Fermi surface cross-sections constituting 100% and'4% of the corresponding
Brillouin zone cross-section area, respectively. The higher frequency oscillation
found down toP50 kbar, thus providing the first direct evidence for the well defin
Fermi surface existing at ambient pressure.

The high quality crystal ofk-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu@N~CN!2#Br used for the experimen
was grown electrochemically as described elsewhere.13 The interlayer~i.e., perpendicular
to the highly conducting ac plane of the crystal! resistance was measured down toT50.4
K by means of the standard ac method with an excitation current of 10 to 100mA. The
contact resistance was less than 10V, while the sample resistance varied from;3 to 35
V depending on the pressure applied. A BeCu clamp cell was used to generate
hydrostatic pressure up to 15 kbar at room temperature, which corresponded to'12.5
kbar at low temperatures. A magnetic field of up to 27 T perpendicular to the ac p
was provided by the hybrid magnet at the High Magnetic Field Laboratory, MPI-CN
Grenoble.

The main panel of Fig. 1 represents the high-field trace of the magnetoresista
ambient pressure andT50.41 K. Clear oscillations with the frequency of 3790630 T
~see the fast Fourier transformation in inset a of Fig. 1! indicate the electron orbit ink
space with an area equal to 100% of the cross-sectional area of the Brillouin zo
203 203JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Weiss et al.
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calculated from the room-temperature crystal parameters1 with allowance for the therma
contraction.14 This is the first observation of the magnetic quantum oscillations in
present compound at ambient pressure. The cyclotron mass estimated from the te
ture dependence of the oscillation amplitude is (6.460.5)me , where me is the free
electron mass. Thus the oscillations are similar to the magnetic breakdown oscill
found earlier9,10 in the otherk salts, with X5Cu~NCS!2 and Cu@N~CN!2#Cl.

Figure 2 shows the oscillatory magnetoresistance normalized to the backg
resistance at several pressures. Oscillations of two main frequencies,Fa.150 T and
Fb.3900 T~hereafter referred to asa andb oscillations!, can generally be resolved, i
agreement with the previous observation atP'9 kbar.12 Theb oscillations correspond to
those found at ambient pressure. Their amplitude gradually goes down with incre
pressure, vanishing above 10 kbar. The oscillation frequency changes at a
d ln Fb /dP'3.831023kbar21. This rate is similar to the values obtained for theb os-
cillations in the salts with X5Cu~NCS!2 ~Ref. 15! and Cu@N~CN!2#Cl ~Ref. 10!. Since
the b frequency is assumed to measure directly the cross-sectional area of the Br
zone, its pressure dependence is expected to follow the crystal lattice compress
Indeed, the obtained value agrees with the compressibility reported for thek salts.8,16

The a oscillations correspond to situation where the extremal cross section o
Fermi surface occupies'4% of the area of the Brillouin zone. Their amplitude is som
what higher than that reported in Ref. 11 and amounts to 1% of the background resi
at around 25 T. The relatively high oscillation amplitude and the resistance r
R(293 K)/RN(1.5 K)'50 and 30 at ambient pressure and at 12.5 kbar, respectivelyRN

denotes the normal-state resistance extrapolated from the nonsuperconducting reg

FIG. 1. High magnetic field fragment of the interlayer magnetoresistance at ambient pressure,T50.41 K. Inset
a — fast Fourier spectrum of the oscillations. Inset b — field dependence of the interlayer resistance atT50.41
and 1.2 K.
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P50 kbar! reflects the good quality of the sample. As the pressure is increased from
12.5 kbar the frequencyFa gradually grows from 143 to 163 T. As to the oscillatio
amplitude, it remains nearly unchanged between 8 and 12.5 kbar but becomes s
cantly smaller at 5 kbar. Noa oscillations have been observed at ambient pressure w
the magnetic field range investigated.

Turning to the interpretation of the experimental results, we recall that, like in
otherk salts, the Fermi surface ofk-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu@N~CN!2#Br predicted by the band
structure calculations1 is a linear network extended along theka direction and formed by
intercoupled cylinders with their axes parallel to thekb direction ~i.e., perpendicular to
the crystallographic ac plane! and cross-sectional areas equal to that of the Brillouin zo
Due to the inversion symmetry characteristic of the crystal structure, the lattice pot
is expected to give no gap at the points of intersection between the adjacent cylind
the Brillouin zone boundary. The observation of only theb oscillations at ambient pres
sure seems to be consistent with these predictions. Indeed, if the energy gap
Brillouin zone boundary is negligibly small, only the orbit over the entire Fermi-surf
cylinder, with an area equal to the cross-sectional area of the Brillouin zone, sh
contribute to the oscillations. Such case of the nearly complete magnetic breakdow
been found in the isostructural compoundk-~BEDT-TTF!2I3 ~Ref. 17!. The relatively
small amplitude of the oscillations in comparison with the latter compound may
attributed to the higher Dingle temperature~it is estimated to be 2.560.5 K in the present
compound againstTD,1 K in the otherk salts! and to stronger warping of the Ferm
surface cylinder. The decrease of the amplitude of theb oscillations under pressure an
simulteneous enhancement of thea oscillations can be likely explained by structur
changes inducing the gap at the Brillouin zone boundary.

FIG. 2. Oscillatory part of the magnetoresistance normalized to the resistance background at different pr
The curves at 8 and 12.5 kbar are offset for clarity. Inset: fast Fourier spectrum of the oscillations.
205 205JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 Weiss et al.
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As it was noted earlier,11 the a oscillations reveal a considerable deviation of t
Fermi surface from that predicted theoretically, their frequency being a factor of 4
the cyclotron mass a factor of 2 smaller than the expected values. The oscillation p
eters obtained in our experiment have not shown any sharp transition or unusually
changes under pressure. Hence we suggest that the specific features characterist
Fermi surface at high pressures remain essentially the same at ambient press
possible explanation of the observed discrepancy may consist in structural changes
have been reported by Nogamiet al.18 The superlattice reflections found in18 correspond
to doubling of the high temperature lattice along thec direction that should reduce th
original Brillouin zone along thekc axis and considerably reconstruct the possible e
tron orbits. In particular, smaller orbits at the folded hole cylinders are likely to
formed. The new orbits may give rise to slowa oscillations. Besides, other closed orb
resulting from multiple intersections of the initial Fermi surface cylinder may be
pected. They could give different contributions to the oscillation spectrum dependin
the interband gaps and magnetic field strength. In this connection, the prominent p
F'2Fa ~see the inset in Fig. 2! might come from an independent orbit rather than be
anomalously strong second harmonic of the fundamentala frequency. Obviously, if the
interband gaps are very small~which could be if the inversion symmetry survives durin
the structural transition!, the main contribution to the oscillatory resistance should co
from theb orbit enveloping 100% of the Brillouin zone area. This is probably the c
we find atP50 kbar.

We note that the behavior of the oscillations at low pressures may be conside
affected by the superconduting transition. As is seen from the field dependence
resistance presented in inset b of Fig. 1, signs of superconductivity survive up to fie
.20 T at ambient pressure. This is even more clearly illustrated by Fig. 3, in w
high-field tracks of the resistance normalized to its values at 27 T are shown for diff

FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance above 13 T at different pressures.
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pressures. For the pressureP.0 kbar the resistance shows an almost linear field dep
dence with a slope that increases with increasing pressure. At the same time the
curve shows a very steep initial slope and saturates to the normal behavior at fiel
lower than 23 T. A more detailed study is necessary in order to clarify whether it is
superconductivity or fluctuations of the order parameter amplitude which determin
resistance above 10 T, but both of these factors should obviously strongly suppre
Shubnikov–de Haas effect.19 Of course, the slow oscillations which normally start to
visible from 10–12 T are much more affected by the superconductivity than are tb
oscillations arising in fields above 22 T. In principle, this may be another reason wh
a oscillations are not observed at ambient pressure in the investigated field range
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the European Community and by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.
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Lattice deformation from interaction with electrons
heated by an ultrashort laser pulse

L. A. Falkovsky and E. G. Mishchenko
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117334 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 14 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 195–199~10 August 1997!

We propose a model describing the destruction of metals under ul-
trashort intense laser pulses when heated electrons affect the lattice
through the direct electron–phonon interaction. The metal consists of
hot electrons and a cool lattice. The lattice deformation is estimated
immediately after the laser pulse up to the electron temperature relax-
ation time. The hot electrons are described with help of the Boltzmann
and heat conduction equations. We use an equation of motion for the
lattice displacements with the electron force included. Estimates of the
lattice deformation show that the ablation regime can be achieved.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01415-1#

PACS numbers: 62.20.Fe, 63.20.Kr

1. It was pointed out in Ref. 1 that an ultrashort UV laser pulse;10213 s produces
a nonequilibrium electron gas near a metal surface. Such hot electrons have be
served in experiments on the IR reflection,2–5 giant electron emission,6–8 and light
radiation9–11 from metals under subpicosecond laser irradiation. Because the ele
specific heat is much less than the lattice one, these pulses raise the electron temp
Te considerably higher than the lattice temperatureTi . The characteristic cooling time o
the electron gaste;10212 s is determined by the electron–phonon coupling constan12

The process of temperature relaxation and the subsequent ablation regime hav
studied recently.13

We focus here on the other processes which can take place at times much s
than te , when hot electrons directly affect the lattice expansion through the elect
phonon interaction. This novel effect is caused by the electron gas contribution~depend-
ing on Te) to the elastic constants~sound velocity and optical phonon gap! and by the
effective electron force proportional to¹Te . This interaction induces the lattice defo
mation.

The experimental results14 visualized with the aid of time-resolved x-ray diffractio
synchronized with laser pumping can be explained in the framework of the mode
scribed below. It was discovered that the laser pumping induces nonstationary incre
lattice parameters of Au~111! and Pt~111! single crystals. The measurement of the sh
and intensity variation of Bragg peaks, on the one hand, and observation of the De
Waller factor, on the other, allow one to separate the effects of lattice deformation
heating. It was shown that the initial elastic deformation gives way to a subseq
208 2080021-3640/97/030208-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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plastic one. Here we propose a theory of lattice deformation due to direct elec
phonon interaction.

2. We describe the overheated electron gas in terms of the Boltzmann equ
When the lattice temperatureTi is higher than the Debye temperature, the mean free t
of the electrons is proportional tot;Ti

21;10214s!te . Thus the electron gas is near
in equilibrium at temperatureTe@Ti . For our problem, the system obeys the heat c
duction equation

c~Te!
]Te

]t
1¹•q5Q2a~Te2Ti !, ~1!

and the equation for the lattice displacementui

r
]2ui

]t2
2l iklm

]2ul

]xk]xm
5Gi~Te!, ~2!

wherec(Te) is the electron heat capacity,r is the metal density,l iklm is the tensor of
elastic constants, andQ is the density of the laser energy absorbed by the metal:

Q~z,t !5I ~ t !~12R!ke2kz,

whereR is the reflection coefficient. The functionI (t) describes the pulse shape. The la
term in Eq.~1! represents the energy flow from nearly equilibrium hot electrons into
lattice.12 The constanta is determined by the electron–lattice relaxation,te;a/c(Te).
The electron heat flowq and the driving forceGi(Te) applied to the lattice15 are defined
by the electronic partition functionf p(r ,t):

Gi5
]

]xk
E 2d3p

~2p!3
l ik~p! f p~r ,t !, ~3!

wherel ik is the deformation potential. The effects of the electron interaction~3! on the
acoustical phonon spectra~as well as on optical phonons! have been studied in detail i
our recent paper.16 The real part of the force~3! ~the corresponding term for optica
phonon was written for the first time in Ref. 16! leads to renormalization of the lattic
parameters — the sound velocity for acoustical phonons and the optical phono
quency. The imaginary part results in phonon attenuation due to the electron–p
interaction. There are two regimes of phonon damping. The first, ballistic one takes
when electrons are nearly collisionless and the attenuation comes from the ele
moving coherently with the phonon. The hydrodynamic regime is realized when
mean free path of the electrons becomes smaller than the phonon wavelength. As a
the attenuation depends strongly on the electron collision rate.

The electronic distribution function in the linearized form

f p~z,t !5 f 0~Te!1xp~z,t !
] f 0

]«
~4!

obeys the Boltzmann equation
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]xp

]t
1vz

]xp

]z
1

xp2x̄p

t
52l ik~p!

]uik

]t
1

«p2m

Te
S ]Te

]t
1vz

]Te

]z D . ~5!

We write the collision integral in thet-approximation because the electron temperatur
much higher than the Debye temperature, and the electron–phonon collisions have
elastic. The value averaged over the Fermi surface,x̄p, represents the ‘‘in-term’’ in the
collision integral. Careful consideration shows that this term is unimportant when w
interested in the thermal conductivity but that it renormalizes the electron–phono
formation potential:l ik→l ik2l ik, ~see Ref. 17!.

We assume in the following thatTe!«F . This will let us obtain the results in
analytical form. For simplicity we suppose that the metal occupies the half spacez.0
and that the boundary conditions for the above equations have the form

]Te

]z Uz5050,
]uz

]z U
z50

50. ~6!

The first condition means that the heat flow through the surface vanishes, whil
second one means that no normal stress component is present.

3. For times shorter than the electron–lattice relaxation timete the lattice tempera-
ture can be considered as equal to the initial temperatureT0, and the last term in Eq.~1!
can be omitted. To solve Eqs.~1!–~5! with boundary conditions~6! we use the even
continuationTe(z,t) and the odd continuation foruz(z,t) into the half spacez,0.

Let us consider here the solution of Eqs.~1!–~5! for the most interesting case whe
the times after laser pulse are much longer than the mean free time of the electronst@t)
and the mean free path is much less than the skin depth (k l !1). Note that the electric
field of the laser was omitted in Eq.~5! because it is important only for times of order
mean free time.

The heat flow in Eq.~1! is calculated with the Boltzmann equation~5!. The thermal
conductivity and the specific heat become proportional to the electron temperaturTe .
Equation~1! turns to be linear inTe

2 , and its solution can be obtained easily with the he
of a Green’s function.

The electron temperature reads

Te
2~z,t !5T0

21E
0

t

dt8E
2`

`

dz8
Q~ uz8u,t8!

bAp~ t2t8!D
expS 2

~z2z8!2

4~ t2t8!D
D , ~7!

where the diffusion coefficientD5tvz
2 and the temperature coefficient of the electron

specific heatb5c(Te)/Te are introduced. The function~7! is even inz becauseQ(z,t)
was continued into the half spacez,0 in an even manner. Therefore this solution sa
fies the boundary condition~6!. For the surfacez50 Eq. ~7! gives

Te
2~0, t !5T0

21
4

pbE0

t

dt8Q~0, t2t8!ek2Dt8 erfc~Ak2Dt8!. ~8!

Now let us consider the equation for lattice displacements~2! with the force~3!. The
main contribution to the forceGi comes from the local equilibrium partition function —
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the first term in~4!, if the conditiont@t is valid. Substituting expression~4! into Eq.~3!
and expanding the integral over powers ofTe /«F up to the second order, we obtain th
force

Gi5L ik

]Te
2

]xk
, ~9!

where

L ik5
1

32p

]

]«F
E dS

v
l ik~p!;gb,

andg;l/«F is the dimensionless electron–phonon coupling constant.

To solve the equation of motion of the lattice~Eq. ~2!! with the calculated force~9!
from hot electrons, we use the continuation described at the beginning of this sectio
function uz acquires a singularity atz50 after the continuation. The singularity contrib
utes add(z)/dz term to the second derivatived2uz /dz2. One can use the Fourier tran
form with respect to the spatial coordinate over all space

2r~v22s2k2!uz~k,v!5 ikLzzTe
2~k,v!2 irs2kC~v!, ~10!

where s5lzzzz/r is the longitudinal sound velocity in thez direction. The last term
C(v) has to be determined from the boundary condition~6!.

The deformationduz /dz given by the solution of Eq.~2! can be written as

duz

dz
5

iLzzk~12R!

rb E dvdk

~2p!2

k2U~k!I ~v!

~v1 ik2D !~v22s2k2!
~eikz2eivuzu/s!e2 ivt, ~11!

whereU(k)52k/(k21k2) is the Fourier transform with respect toz of the laser radia-
tion in the metal, andI (v) is the Fourier transform of the pulse shapeI (t). The second
term in the brackets corresponds to the general solution of the homogeneous equa~2!
and represents the effect of the surface.

The integrand in~11! contains the poles associated with the diffuson and sou
wave excitations. The sound singularities must be bypassed through the insertion
infinitesimal imaginary term inv.

4. The electron temperature~7! immediately after the pulse takes its maximum
the surface

Tmax
2 ;

It 0~12R!

b
min~k,~Dt0!21/2!.

This result has a simple explanation. For short pulseskADt0!1 time dependence of th
temperature corresponds to the local laser intensity at the point of observation.
opposite case,kADt0@1, the temperature distribution is determined mainly by the d
fusion process.

According to the boundary condition~6!, the lattice deformation~11! vanishes at the
surfacez50. ForzÞ0 the second term in~11! represents a deformation wave propag
ing from the surface into the bulk of the metal. It gives a nonzero contribution on
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sufficiently small depthsz,st;1027 cm. We see that the maximum deformation tak
place atz;1027cm!k21. It is convenient to perform the integral~11! over v, substi-
tuting the Fourier transformI (v). We derive the following estimate for the maximu
value of lattice deformation:

duz

dz
;

Lzzk~12R!

srb E
0

t

dt8I ~ t8!E
2`

` dk

2p
U~k!S e2 isk~ t2t8!

s~s1 ikD !
2

e2k2D~ t2t8!

k2D21s2 D
;LzzTmax

2 k2t2/r. ~12!

We consider times of the order of the characteristic electron diffusion t
t<(k2D)21;10212s!(sk)21 but less than the period of a sound wave with vavelen
;k21. Using the estimateL/r;gs2/«F

2 , we get

duz

dz
;gS sTmax

ktv2«F
D 2

;g~12R!It 0~s/tv2«F!2/kb. ~13!

Here we put s/v;1022, k;105 cm21, and we arrive at the numerical estima
duz /dz;1022g5(Te /«F)2.

This result agrees with the experiment of Ref. 14, where a deformation as lar
;1023 was observed. Although our estimate was obtained forTe!«F , it is still correct
qualitatively up toTe;«F . Therefore, an ultrashort intense laser pulse can bring a
the destruction and ablation of metals while only the electron component is heate
the lattice stays cool at a considerably lower temperature.

In conclusion we would like to emphasize two points. First, it follows from Eq.~9!
that the driving force for the lattice expansion is proportional toTe]Te /]z. Because of
the high absorption coefficient of metals in the UV region (k;105 cm21) the tempera-
ture gradient reaches;109 K/cm. Note that the extremely high values of this parame
~which is a pecularity of metals! leads to the nonequilibrium expansion of the lattic
Second, the subpicosecond elastic deformation of the lattice, of the order of 1023–1022,
corresponding to an internal pressure of 10–100 GPa, can provide an effective m
nism for the subsequent laser fracture of metals.
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Semiclassical theory of the Coulomb anomaly

S. Levitova) and A. V. Shytovb)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA;
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 12 May 1997; resubmitted 15 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 3, 200–205~10 August 1997!

An effective action approach for the problem of Coulomb blocking of
tunneling is discussed. The method is applied to the strong-coupling
problem arising near zero bias, where perturbation theory diverges. We
find an instanton for the electrodynamics in imaginary time, and ex-
press the anomaly in terms of the exact conductivity of the system
s(v,q) and the exact interaction. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!01515-6#

PACS numbers: 73.23.Hk, 73.40.Gk, 72.15.Qm

Suppression of tunneling conductivity near zero bias~called ‘‘zero-bias anomaly’’!
is known to be a signature of interaction in a system. The anomaly has been stud
metals and semiconductors since the early 1960s.1 Initially, the anomaly was attributed to
the Kondo effect, but it was realized later that a much more common mechanism
Coulomb blocking of tunneling. A perturbation theory of this effect was developed
Altshuler, Aronov, and Lee.2 They show that in a diffusive conductor the blocking
tunneling increases at small bias, leading to a singularity in the tunneling conduct
The theory has been thoroughly tested experimentally.3

In recent years interest has shifted to systems with strong Coulomb effects, su
disordered metals and semiconductors near a metal–insulator transition.4 It is found that
the Coulomb anomaly is sharply enhanced near the transition, providing a test of el
correlations. Another important development is due to studies by Ashooriet al. of elec-
tron tunneling into a two-dimensional metal in a magnetic field.5 In this experiment it is
found that at certain magnetic field the zero-bias anomaly abruptly increases and
forms to a ‘‘soft Coulomb gap.’’ It has been pointed out6 that this transition is induced by
disorder. Eisensteinet al. studied systems with higher mobility,6,7 where tunneling is
almost entirely blocked below a certain threshold bias. These findings prompted a
theoretical work7 aimed at relating the tunneling anomaly with microscopic models. A
the anomaly has been shown to be particularly interesting in the quantum Hall sys8

Below we discuss an effective action theory9 that treats the anomaly as cooperati
tunneling. We obtain the tunneling exponent in terms of the action of spreading c
density and express it in terms of the actual conductivitys(v,q) of the system. The
treatment is nonperturbative and remains accurate both in the weak and strong co
regimes.
214 2140021-3640/97/030214-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION

Tunneling of an electron into a metal involves two steps: traversing the ba
followed by spreading within the metal. Typically, the traversal time is very short c
pared to the spreading time. Accordingly, it is legitimate to separate the tunneling
single-electron and many-electron steps and to treat them separately. The first co
tion is simply the transmission coefficient of the barrier, constant at small bias.
second contribution is more interesting, since it is a collective effect involving the mo
of a large number of electrons in order to accomodate the new electron. At low bia
latter effect completely controls the tunneling rate.

Let us illustrate the effect of charge relaxation on the tunneling rate by using
example of a two-dimensional conducting plane.10 Charge relaxation in a two
dimensional conductor is a classic electrodynamics problem studied by Maxwell
gave a solution in terms of a moving image charge.11 In this problem, a point chargee is
injected into a conducting sheet with conductivitys, and one is interested in the time
dependence of the density and potential of spreading charge. Maxwell’s solution i
the potential within the sheet is given by that of a point chargee moving along the
normal to the plane at a velocityv52ps. The size of the charge cloud grows a
r (t);vt. Let us consider the Coulomb part of the action for the charge:

S~ t !;E
t0

t e2

r ~ t8!
dt85

e2

2ps
lnS t

t0
D . ~1!

Semiclassically, the action~1! must be added to the under-barrier action. The diverge
of ~1! at t→` indicates that at large times the action~1! dominates the tunneling rate. W
will see that the spreading time diverges at small bias,t* 5e/sV. From that, near zero
bias the tunneling acquires a suppression factor of exp(2 (1/\)S(t* )). The estimate~1!
showing that the action diverges at small bias means that the semiclassical treatm
meaningful even for a well-conducting metal. However, in the diffusive limit the estim
~1! does not agree with the perturbation theory. We shall see that the reason is th
main part of the action is Ohmic rather than Coulomb, and that after writing the a
properly the semiclassical method completely recovers the pertubation theory resu

The relevance of the semiclassical picture can be justified by a more general
ment, not involving specific features of 2D relaxation. Let us consider effects caus
one-electron tunneling into a metal. Since the barrier traversal time is much shorte
the relaxation time in the metal, while the electron traverses the barrier other elec
essentially do not move. Thus instantly a large electrostatic potential is formed, due
to the tunneling electron itself and to the screening hole left behind. At small biaseeV
the increase of the electrostatic energy by an amount much larger than the bias ind
that right after the electron transfer the system is found in a classically forbidden
‘‘under the Coulomb barrier.’’ In order to accomplish tunneling, the charge still ha
spread over a large area, so that the potential of the charge fluctuation is reduced
eV. If the conductivity becomes smaller, charge spreading takes a longer time, an
the action of the cooperative under-barrier motion becomes much greater than\.
215 215JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 S. Levitov and A. V. Shytov
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THE FORM OF THE ACTION

For the electrodynamics problem the action can be written in terms of the charg
current densitiesr(r ,t) andj (r ,t). The full action would also contain the electromagne
potentials, but in the quasistationary electrodynamics (c→`) which we shall always
assume below, the potentials are ‘‘slaved’’ to the charges and can therefore be inte
out. Also, since the contribution to the spreading charge action mainly arises from
space and time scales, we assume that the local deviation from equilibrium is s
Therefore, one can expand the action in powers ofr(r ,t) and j (r ,t) and keep only the
quadratic terms. Naturally, the quadratic action must reproduce correctly the cla
electrodynamics equations: Ohm’s law and the continuity equation for the charge.

In fact, this requirement is entirely sufficient to determine the form of the act
However, it is more instructive to argue in the following way. We are going to use
action to study the dynamics in imaginary time. Therefore, the action is precisely th
that appears in the quantum partition function. The latter action expanded up to qua
terms in charge and current density must yield the correct Nyquist spectrum of eq
rium current fluctuations:

^^gv,q
a g2v,2q

b &&5sabuvu1saa8Dbb8qa8qb8. ~2!

Here g5 j1D̂¹r is the external current andDab is the tensor of diffusion constants
related to the conductivity tensor by the Einstein formulaŝ5e2nD̂, wheren5dn/dm is
the compressibility. Generally, bothŝ andD̂ are functions of the frequency and mome
tum. For simplicity, in what follows we will assume zero temperature and isotro
conductivity.

The requirement of matching equilibrium current fluctuations is essentially equ
lent to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Thus the form of the action is fixed by
response functions of the system. In imaginary time it reads

S5
1

2E E d4x1d4x2Fg1
TK̂x12x2

g21
d12r1r2

ur12r2u G , ~3!

where x1,25(t1,2,r1,2), and d125d(t12t2). The kernelK̂ t,r is related to the current–
current correlator

~Kv,q
21 !ab5^^giv,q

a g2 iv,2q
b && ~4!

given by~2!, whereŝ andD̂ are functions of the Matsubara frequency obtained from
real frequency functions by the usual analytical continuation. We take the Cou
interaction in the second term of the action~3! as nonretarded, since we are going
study systems with relatively low conductivity and hence slow charge relaxation.

INSTANTON

To evaluate the tunneling rate, we construct an instanton, i.e., a ‘‘bounce pat
imaginary time.12,13 Among bounce paths symmetric in time,r(r ,t)5r(r ,2t),
j (r ,t)52 j (r ,2t), we shall find the least-action path, which will give a semiclass
tunneling rate exponent.
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In order to get equations of motion from the variational principle one notes tha
action ~3! contains the charge and current densities asindependentvariables, since Eq
~3! was derived by matching with the equilibrium fluctuations in thegrand canonical
ensemble, where charge is not conserved. Therefore, one must supply the action~3! with
the charge continuity constraint:ṙ1¹• j5J(r ,t), where

J~r ,t !5ed~r !~d~ t1t!2d~ t2t!!. ~5!

The charge sourceJ(r ,t) describes an electron injected atr 50, t52t, and taken back
at t5t, at the same point. It is assumed that tunneling occurs at one point~impurity or a
‘‘hot spot’’ !.

Charge continuity is incorporated in the action by a Lagrange mutiplier:

Stotal5S~r,j !1f~r ,t !~ ṙ1¹ j2J~r ,t !!, ~6!

wheref(r ,t) is an independent variable of the problem. For the least action path
variation ofStotal with respect to infinitesimal changesdf, dr, andd j vanishes.~Note
thatdṙ1¹•d j50.! After eliminatingf we get the standard equations of electrodyna
ics:

~ i! ṙ1¹• j5J~r ,t !; ~ ii ! j1D¹r5ŝ~v,q!E;

~ iii ! E~r ,t !52¹ rE dr8r~r 8,t !U~ ur2r 8u!. ~7!

Equations~7! describe evolution in imaginary time, i.e., charge spreading under
Coulomb barrier arising from self-interaction.

Then one must solve Eq.~7! for r and j and compute the action~3!. For a spatially
homogeneous system, using a Fourier transform gives

r~v,q!5
J~v!

uvu1Dq21sq2Uq

, j ~v,q!52 iK̂ 21~v,q!qUqr~v,q!, ~8!

whereUq is the Coulomb potential form factor. Then the action~3! becomes

S0~t!5
1

2 (
v,q

uJ~v!u2

uvu1Dq2

Uq

uvu1Dq21sq2Uq
, ~9!

which depends ont through the Fourier component of the charge sour
J(v)52ie sinvt.

ACCOMODATION TIME:

Finally, to obtain the total action of the system we subtract the term 2eVt from the
spreading-charge actionS0(t) in order to account for the work performed by the volta
source:S(t)5S0(t)22eVt. This ensures that energy is conserved. Then one optim
S(t) in t:

]S0~t!/]tut5t
*

~V!52eV. ~10!
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The optimal timet* can be interpreted as the charge accomodation time. By pluggint*
found from Eq.~10! into the tunneling rate exponent one gets the tunneling conduct
G(V)5G0e2S(t

*
(V))/\. The accuracy of this calculation relies on the assumption that

time t* is larger than the barrier traversal timet f . This is true whenever there is a
anomaly: ift* were't f , thenS(t* )'\, and there would be no tunneling suppressio

A more rigorous way to proceed is to write the equal-point Green’s func
G̃(t)5G0(t)e2S0(t/2), whereG0(t)5n0 /(t1 i0) is the equal-point free electron Green
function. The tunneling current can be then written as

I 5eT Im E G̃1~ t !G̃2~2t !eieVtdt, ~11!

where T is barrier transmission constant, andG1,2 are the Green’s functions in the lead
The equivalence of Eq.~11! and the above procedure~10! can be established by evalu
ating the integral~11! by the method of steepest decent.

Using ~9! and ~11! one can study the tunneling anomaly in different systems
doing so, while calculatingt* (V) andS(t* ) it is essential to check the self-consisten
of the assumption thatt* @t f . For example, this assumption will not be fulfilled in
clean metal, i.e., in a Fermi liquid without disorder (D.1). The reason is that the
conductivity of an ideal conductor iss(v)5 ine2/mv. In this case Eq.~9! gives
S0(t)'\ at anyt@t f , and hencet* .t f . This indicates the absence of the anomaly
a clean metal, a result familiar from the Fermi-liquid picture. On the contrary, fo
one-dimensional metalS0(t); ln t/tf , which leads to the power-law anomaly know
from the Luttinger-liquid theory.14

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

For a two-dimensional metal with elastic scattering timet0 and unscreened Cou
lomb interaction we setUq52p/uqu and s(v,q)5const atuvu,vFuqu<1/t0. Then Eq.
~9! gives

S~t!5
e2

8p2s
lnS t

t0
D ln~tt0s2~ne2!2!. ~12!

From Eq.~10!, t* 5(e/4p2Vs)ln(\sne/V). The theory is self-consistent at long time
t* >t0, i.e., ateV<e2/st0. Then the least action is

S~V!5
e2

8p2s
lnS e

4p2sVt0
D lnS et0s~ne2!2

4p2V
D . ~13!

It is interesting to compare this result with the identical double-log dependence de
by Altshuler, Aronov, and Lee2 for the correction to the tunneling density of statesdn(e).
The calculation2 assumes thatdn is small, udnu!n0, which is the case only for weak
disorder. It was found thatdn(e)52\21n0S(eV5e), whereS(V) is given by~13!. The
main difference is that the double log~13! has to be exponentiated to get the tunneli
density of states, while in Ref. 2 the double log appears as a correction to the den
states. Within the domain of perturbation theory the two results agree.
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Also, let us mention a connection with the work by Halperin, He, and Platzm8

dealing with the anomaly in then51/2 quantum Hall state. The effect considered in t
work is a shakeup of low–frequency modes of the system due to the tunneling ele
assuming that the response function is described by the Chern–Simons Fermi
theory.15 The anomaly was found to have the form:

G~V!;exp~2V0 /V!, V054p
e

e
Apn, ~14!

whereV!V0, andn is the density. It is interesting to see how this result can be der
from the effective action. It has been shown15 that the conductivity of then51/2 state has
strong spatial dispersion:s(k)5Auku, A5e2/16peApn. If this form is inserted in the
action ~9!, one getsS(t)5pA2t/A, which leads to the tunneling rate~14!.

SOURCE–DRAIN CORRELATION

For tunneling between source and drain, there are separate contributions
action due to the relaxation of the electron and hole charges on both sides of the b
If the barrier is thin, the positive and negative charges partially screen the field of
other, which makes their spreading correlated. In this case the least action is smalle
the sum of independent contributions of the electrodes, and thus the anomaly is
ened. ForD52, quantitatively, the effect will be that the voltage dependence of
second log in Eq.~13! saturates ateV.V05min@s1 ,s2#\/a, wherea is the distance
between the electrodes.

This excitonic correlation effect can be treated straightforwardly by writing t
action~3! for each electrode separately, together with the term describing the intera
across the barrier. Let us consider an example of two parallel planes with diff
conductivities and diffusion constants,s1, s2, D1, andD2. It is straightforward to gen-
eralize the above procedure and to find the instanton. The least action is

S0~t!5
1

2 (
v,q

uJ~v!u2F 1

21GT

~ uvu1Dq2!21U~ uvu1Dq21Sq2U!21F 1

21G , ~15!

where we use matrix notation:

D5S D̂1 0

0 D̂2
D , S5S ŝ1 0

0 ŝ2
D , U5S Uq Vq

Vq Uq
D , ~16!

Uq5E eiqr
d2r

ur u
, Vq5E eiqr

Ar 21a2
d2r .

The rows and columns of the matrices~16! correspond to the two planes.

To make it simpler to evaluateS0(t), let us assume thate2n1,2a@1, a condition
satisfied in almost all experiments. By carrying out matrix inversion and integration
get

S0~t!5a lnS t

t0
D at t@\/eV0 , ~17!
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where

a5
e2

4p2F 1

s1
ln

4psa

D2
1

1

s2
ln

4psa

D1
G , ~18!

with s5s1s2 /(s11s2). If the two planes are identical,

a5
e2

2p2s
ln 2pe2na. ~19!

Thus atV,V0 the I 2V curve becomes the power lawI;Va11. The tunneling suppres
sion in this case is weaker than for the unscreened interaction.

CONCLUSION

The essential feature of the above approach is that it relates the tunneling an
with the actual conductivity of the system. This would allow a comparison with exp
ment in the situations where there is no accepted model for the conductivity. Fo
ample, the tunneling current as function of voltage can be taken from experimen
used directly to findS(t) by means of a Legendre transform. ThenS(t) can be analyzed
by using~9! and ~11! to extract the frequency and wave-vector dependence of the
ductivity.

To summarize, we have argued that the theory of the Coulomb anomaly in
regime of strong suppression of tunneling is semiclassical. The underlying reason
the transfer of one electron across the barrier is controlled by the cooperative mot
many other electrons. We treat this motion as classical electrodynamics in imag
time, for which we construct an effective action and find an instanton path. The insta
action determines tunneling exponent as function of the bias.

a!e-mail: levitov@mit.edu
b!e-mail: shytov@mit.edu
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On the integration of some classes of weakly deformed
nonlinear Schro ¨ dinger equations
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A method is proposed for constructing the solutions of a nonlinear
Schrödinger equation with small corrections arising as a result of the
introduction of arbitrary functions of the time and coordinates into the
operator that dresses the kernel of a local]̄ problem. © 1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01615-0#

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge, 11.10.Lm

The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation~NSE!, which is well-known to be a completely
integrable model, has wide applications in physics~for example, nonlinear optics an
plasma physics!. The assertion that the NSE is completely integrable is, generally sp
ing, incorrect for arbitrary deformations of the NSE, which are often encountered am
equations of mathematical physics. However, there exist classes of deformations
do not destroy the integrability of the NSE. The discovery and study of these classes
important problem. In Ref. 1, for example, a symmetry approach to the investigatio
‘‘asymptotic integrability’’ of the perturbed NSE was used.

Several new classes of such deformations have been found in the present wor

was done with the use of the so-called]̄ problem,2–4 which is an implementation of the
dressing method5 in which the investigation of nonlinear systems of equations is redu
by means of dressing operators to the investigation of associated linear systems~which

are differential and integrodifferential systems in application to local and nonloc]̄
problems, respectively!. The construction by the dressing technique of new integra
systems of equations which are deformations of known integrable models was

possible by the use, in dressing the kernel of the]̄ problem, of operators with arbitrary
functionsF i of the time and coordinates~i.e., independent variables of nonlinear equ
tions!, which engenders a system of nonlinear equations with variable coefficients
depend on the functionsF i ~Ref. 6!. Dressing of this kind describes, for example, t
resonance interaction of waves in a nonuniform medium. The functionsF i , being arbi-
trary, can be declared functions of the dependent variables~solutions! of a nonlinear
system.

A scheme for constructing weakly deformed integrable models by means of
dressing is presented below. These models differ from the standard integrable ones
they contain corrections, in the form of an infinite series in powers of a small param
«, and arbitrary functionsF i . In addition, these equations are exactly integrable with
aid of the ]̄ problem, i.e., they possess a class of exact solutions in the form of an
222 2220021-3640/97/030222-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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cally prescribed functions containing a small parameter. This distinguishes them
other types of perturbed equations whose approximate solutions can be written
form of a power series up to the required order in a small parameter. Just as in R
constraints in the form of arbitrary integrodifferential~in the general case! equations
~constraint equations! can be imposed on the functionsF i and the dependent variables
the nonlinear equations. For example, if the functionsF i characterize a weak nonunifor
mity of the medium, then the constraint equations reflect the influence of a phy
quantity, represented by the solution of the nonlinear equation, on the nonuniformit
important factor is the solvability of these equations with respect to the functionsF i .
Otherwise the question of constructing the solutions of the nonlinear system of equ
with constraints remains open.

The algorithm, examined below for the example of the NSE, for determining w
deformations that do not destroy integrability is also applicable to other compl
integrable models which can be handled by the dressing method.

1. We proceed from the local]̄ problem~in what follows, an overbar on a functio
denotes complex conjugation!

]

]l̄
c~l!5c~l!R~x,y;l! ~1!

with the regular normalization

c→S 1 0

0 1D 1(
j .0

c j

l j
, l→`, ~2!

and a kernelR of the form

R~x,y;l!5eK~x;l!R0~l!e2K~x;l!, ~3!

whereK is the dressing operator

K~x;l!5 i S lx12l2y1 (
k51

N1

«nklk21FkDs3 , ~4!

s35 diag(1,21), N1 is an integer,F i are arbitrary functions of the parametersx andy,
and«→0 is a small parameter.

Since the NSE is handled by the problem~1!–~3! with the dressing operato
K5 ils3x12il2s3y, the problem~1!–~4! formulated in this manner describes a weak
deformed NSE.

In what follows we assume that the equation~1! has a unique solution. This asse
tion is valid at least for kernels of a definite type~see Ref. 2!.

We note that the local]̄ problem handles the same class of nonlinear equation
the local Riemann problem. Therefore the technique proposed in Ref. 7 can be u
construct the solutions of the models described here.
223 223JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 A. I. Zenchuk
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It is obvious that the functionsF1 , F2 , andF3 can be eliminated from the dressin
operation by a gauge transformation of the functionsc(l) and transformations of the
independent coordinatesx andy. We shall return to this question in Sec. 4. Here we sh
examine the dressing operatorK of the general form~4!.

2. The derivation of the weakly deformed NSE by means of the problem~1!–~4! is
based on the construction of operatorsMk of the form ~see Refs. 2–4!

Mkc5(
i j

uk; i j Dx
i Dy

j c, Dxc5]xc1c]xK, Dyc5]yc1c]yK,

which are regular in the complex plane of the parameterl, such that

Mkc→0 asl→`.

This means thatMkc[0 since it has been assumed that the equation~1! has an unique
solution.

In our case there exist only two independent operatorsMk . They engender an
overdetermined linear system of equations for the functionc:

M1c[Dxc2Uc5]xC2UC50,
~5!

M2c[Dyc2Wc5]yC2WC50,

whereC5c exp(K),

U5 ilS 1 0

0 21D 1 i S 0 q

r 0D 1 i (
k51

N1

«nk]xFkVk,

W52il2S 1 0

0 21D 12ilS 0 q

r 0D 1Q1 i (
k51

N1

«nk]yFkVk,

Q52i ~@c2 ,s3#2@c1 ,s3#c1!5QNS1QF , QNS5S 0 qx

2r x 0 D 2 irq S 1 0

0 21D ,

S 0 q

r 0D 5@c1 ,s3#, V15s3 , Vn5ln21s31 (
k50

n22

lkVn,k , n.1.

The coefficientsVk,n are related with one another by the formulas

Vn,l5Vn2 l ,0 , V2,05@c1 ,s3#, Vn,05@cn21 ,s3#2 (
k51

n22

Vn2k,0ck , n.2. ~6!

In what follows, we shall use everywhere the reduction

r 5 q̄ , Fk5Fk ~7!

~i.e., the functionsFk are real!.

The deformed NSE follows from the conditions of compatibility of the linear eq
tions ~5!

Uy2Wx1@U,W#50. ~8!
224 224JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 A. I. Zenchuk
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Analyzing this condition, we shall take account of the relations~6!. We represent the
functionsQF andVk,0 as power series in the parameter«

QF5 (
k>1

«kQk , Vn,05 (
k>0

«kVn,0,k

and expand the equation~8! in powers of this parameter. Equating to zero the coefficie
of all powers ofl, we obtain expressions for the functionsQk andVn,0,k in terms of the
complex functionq and the arbitrary functionsF j and we also obtain for the functionq
an equation which has the form of a NSE with a small correction in the form of a po
series in the parameter«:

iqy2qxx22q2 q̄1 (
k>1

«kPk50. ~9!

The choice of numbersnk in Eq. ~4! determinesQk , Vn,0,k,andPk as functions ofq and
F j .

3. We set in the equation~4! nk5k, k51, . . . ,4, andN154 and write out the
expressions for the first four corrections of Eq.~9!:

P152i ~2qx]xF11q]xxF12 iq]yF1!, ~10!

P252 i ~2iqxx]xF21 iqx]xxF21qx]yF2!14q~]xF1!2, ~11!

P352 i ~qxxx14qxq q̄12q2 q̄ x!]xF32
1

2
~qxx12q2 q̄ !~ i ]xxF31]yF3!

2~8iqx]xF2]xF114iq]xF2]xxF112iq]xxF2]xF112q]yF2]xF1!, ~12!

P452
1

2
]x~qxxx16q q̄qx!]xF41

1

4
~qxxx16q q̄qx!~2]xxF41 i ]yF4!

2~6qxx]xF3]xF112qx]xxF3]xF116qx]xF3]xxF114q2 q̄]xF3]xF1

1q]xxF3]xxF112q]xF3]xxxF122iqx]yF3]xF12 iq]yF3]xxF1

13qxx~]xF2!213qx]xxF2]xF22 iqx]xF2]yF2!28q]xF2~]xF1!2. ~13!

The functionsF j in the formulas written out above are arbitrary functions of t
parametersx andy. Since the equations~1! are assumed to have a solution, the expli
form of q as a function ofF j is known:

q5q~F j !. ~14!

This fact can be used as follows.

We introduce the constraints

F j~q, q̄ ,F i !50, j 51, . . . ,N2 , N2<N1 , ~15!

whereN1 is the number of functionsF j . HereF j is an arbitrary operator~in the general
case, integrodifferential inx andy) acting on its arguments. If the functionsF i charac-
terize the nonuniformity of the medium, then the equations~15! reflect the effect of the
225 225JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 A. I. Zenchuk
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solution q on the degree of nonuniformity. Therefore we have constructed a cl
system of equations on the functionsF i ( i 51, . . . ,N2) and q that depends parametr
cally on the functionsF i , i 5N211, . . . ,N1, and whose solution reduces to solving t
equations~15! for the functionsF i , i 51, . . . ,N2. The left-hand sides of the equation
~15! ~taking account of the relation~14!! are arbitrary integrodifferential operators actin
on the functionsF i .

An important particular case are the equations~15! with N25N1, from which the
functionsF i can be expressed explicitly in terms ofq and q̄ as:

F j5Q j~q, q̄ !, j 51, . . . ,N1 , ~16!

whereQ j are arbitrary operators. This means that the nonuniformity of the mediu
completely determined by the ‘‘perturbation’’q which ‘‘propagates’’ in the medium.
That is, the equations~16! characterize the nonlinear effects of the interaction of
‘‘perturbation’’ with the medium. Substituting the functions~16! into Eqs.~9!–~13! we
obtain a system of equations with constant coefficients for the functionq. We shall
discuss these equations in greater detail.

The constraint equations~16! determine the structure of the correctionsPk . For
example, if equations of the type

F j5D jI k , k51, 2, . . . ,

whereDi is a linear differential operator inx andy with constant coefficients andI k are
conserved densities of the NSE, are chosen as constraints, then the equation~9! together
with the corrections will be invariant under the gauge transformation

q→q exp~ iu!, Im~u!50. ~17!

There exist operatorsD j such that each correctionPk will be scale-invariant with some
scaling weight. A NSE with such corrections appears on passing in the equatio
mathematical physics to the limit of smooth envelopes.2 We recall that the polynomia
P(q, q̄ ,qx , q̄ x ,qxx , q̄ xx , . . . ) possesses a scaling weightM if it transforms under the
scaling transformationsq5sd1u andx5sd2j ~wheres andd i are real constants! accord-
ing to the law

P~q, q̄ ,qx , q̄ x ,qxx , q̄ xx , . . . !5sMP~u, ū ,uj , ū j ,ujj , ū jj , . . . !.

Here we shall not study in detail corrections of any specific type. We shall pre
several characteristic examples.

The structure of the corrections~10!–~13! of the perturbed NSE~9! that correspond
to the simplest constraints is analyzed below. The analysis takes into considerati
different behavior of the corrections under gauge and scaling transformations an
relation between the order of smallnessn of the correctionPn (Pn;«n) and its scaling
weight Mn . We shall characterize the latter relation by the parameterGn:

Gn5Mn2n.

This characteristic is meaningful if one is considering Eq.~9! with two or more correc-
tions Pk of different order.
226 226JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 A. I. Zenchuk
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We recall that in a completely integrable model

qy5NS1 (
k.3

«k22NSk , ~18!

(NSk are the higher-order symmetries of the NSE! this parameter equals 3 for all corre
tions: Gk53.

We present several examples.

a! F15q q̄, Fk50, k.1.

P154i ~qx
2 q̄12qqxq̄x1q2 q̄ xx!

— the correction is scale-invariant and it is invariant under the transformation~17!;

b! F15]x(q q̄)1q q̄, Fk50, k.1.

P154i ~qx
2 q̄12qqxq̄x1q2 q̄ xx1qxxqxq̄1qxxq̄ xq12qx

2 q̄ x13qxq q̄xx1q2 q̄ xxx!,

— scale invariance is destroyed;

c! F25]x
21(q q̄), F35x, andFk50, kÞ2, 3.

P252q~qxxq̄1qxq̄x!, P352 i ~qxxx14qxq q̄12q2 q̄ x!,

— the scaling weight of the correctionP2 is greater than that of the correctionP3: G253
andG351;

d! F15q1 q̄ , Fk50, k.1.

P154i ~qx
21qxq̄x2q3 q̄1q2 q̄21q q̄xx!,

— invariance under the transformation~17! is destroyed;

e! F35x, F45]x
21(q q̄), Fk50, kÞ3, 4.

P352 i ~qxxx14qxq q̄12q2 q̄ x!,

P452
q

2
~qxxxxq̄1qxxxq̄ x16qxxq q̄216qx

2 q̄2112qxq q̄x q̄ !

— hereG351 andG453.

4. The origin of the corrections considered above can be given a clear interpre
in terms of weak deformations of commuting fluxes. Indeed, the dressing operator

KNS5 i S lj12l2h1 (
k.2

lkCk22tk22Ds3 , Ck5const, ~19!

corresponds to a hierarchy of NSEs, wheretk are the higher-order times of the hierarch
We write out the equations for the commuting fluxes in the schematic form

uu1
5u, uu2

5uj , uh5NS3~u![NS~u!, utk
5NS31k~u!, k51, 2, . . . ,

~20!

whereNSk(u) are the order-k symmetries of the NSE:
227 227JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 3, 10 Aug. 1997 A. I. Zenchuk
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NS15u, NS25uj , NS35ujj12u2 ū , NS45ujjj16u ūuj , . . . ,

Now we apply the infinitesimal transformations

u5q exp~22i«n1F1!, j5x1«n2F2 , h5y1
«n3

2
F3 , tk5tk1

«nk13

Ck
Fk ,

k51, 2, . . . , ~21!

to the equations~20! ~here the functionsFk depend only onx andy; transformations of
the solutionq and variablex are equivalent to transformations of the timesu1 andu2),
expand in powers of the parameter«, and eliminate from the third equation of the syste
~20! the derivatives of the functionsq and q̄ with respect to the ‘‘higher order times’’tk .
It is obvious that this procedure leads back to the equation~9!, since after the transfor
mation ~21! the operatorKNS will differ from the operatorK ~see Eq.~4!! only by the
polynomial i (k.2lkCk22tk22. The latter fact means that to the operatorKNS there are
associated the same ‘‘elongated derivatives’’Dx and Dy as for the operatorK, which
determine the form of the nonlinear equation handled by such a dressing procedu

In this derivation of the equation~9! all functionsFk are equivalent and characteriz
the deformation of the corresponding variables in the hierarchy of NSEs. This justifie
use in Sec. 1 of the dressing operatorK of the general form~4! ~see Sec. 1!. The general
structure of the correctionsPnk

is

Pnk
52S 2 i

2 D k21

~~NSk~q!!~ i ]xxFk1]yFk!12i ]x~NSk~q!!]xFk!1Fnk
, ~22!

where the functionsFnk
depend onF j , NSj ( j Þk) and on their derivatives with respec

to x andy.

We note that the solutions constructed in this manner for the equation~9! depend
parametrically ontk , k51, 2, . . . .

The REDUCE package of computer codes for analytical calculations was us
obtain a number of formulas.
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Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 94-01-00899-a!.
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